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Welcome to the July edition of QuickBite.

It’s been a busy month in the world of food-to-go and quick service restaurants.

One story that has caught my eye concerns a study which found outlets were risking 
survival due to their poor hygiene ratings.

According to research by food safety technology company Checkit, 61 per cent of 
consumers said they will boycott such businesses.

This means that 18,379 restaurants, takeaways, sandwich/coffee shops, hotels and pubs 
in England, Wales and Northern Ireland are at risk, as they currently have a Food Standards 
Agency Food Hygiene Rating of two or below.

This could act as a big wake-up call for our industry.

Anyway, on to the issue at hand.

Summer is here and that means people all across the country are heading outdoors to bask 
in the sun.

This brings with it a demand for tasty fare as sunseekers build their appetites while out and 
about enjoying the rising temperatures.

With this in mind, the QuickBite team decided to look into three aspects of the food-to-go 
and quick service restaurant industry that are hugely important over the summer months.

First up, we focus on the growth in popularity of street food. We look at the latest trends in 
this sector and what vendors can do to stay ahead of the competition.

In our second feature we look at the ice cream and frozen dessert market, finding out 
what’s hot and what’s not.

Our final feature looks at promotional signage. Here we discover what businesses can do to 
attract customers, as well as how they can keep them coming back for more. 

As usual, we have all the latest industry news, as well as our regular columns from the Food 
Standards Agency and leading law, finance and property experts.

We will also be getting the lowdown on the UK’s first Smashburger restaurant from Burger 
Lad, as well as finding out about all the delights on offer at MOD Pizza in our latest 
Business Profile.

Elsewhere in the magazine, we turn the spotlight on premium popcorn brand 
PROPERCORN, getting an insight into the company from founders Cassandra Stavrou and 
Ryan Kohn.

Last, but not least, we will take a look at all the latest products available in the food-to-go 
and quick service restaurant sector.

Until next time,

Steven

To subscribe call  +44 (0) 333 003 0499
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   Directed by former Tesco and M&S retail 
specialist, Robin Clark, the team has been 
tasked with recognising savings opportunities 
for its partners.
   This follows a plan by Just Eat to invest 
£40m plus into the UK takeaway sector to 
support customer growth and develop a more 
refined technology platform for customers and 
restaurants.
   Food and drink wholesaler, Booker and 
Makro, have been the first to secure a 
partnership through the team in order to 
deliver savings for its 27,000 restaurant 
network.
   The deal means restaurants which are 
signed up to Just Eat will receive cashback 
vouchers on all purchases placed with Booker 
and Makro.
   Managing director of Just Eat, Graham 
Corfield, said: “Restaurant services is 
an integral part of our business and 
Robin’s experience and knowledge will be 
instrumental as Just Eat continues to grow.”
   Director of restaurant services, Robin Clark, 
said: “As part of my role I am eager to ensure 
partners receive the best service from Just Eat 
to make a positive impact on their business.”

Just eat sets up new 
restaurant services 
team
Just Eat has set up a restaurant 
services team to deliver added 
value to its restaurant partners.

‘church-themed’ restaurant hoping to be 
worshipped by burger lovers  

The Burger Priest, which prides itself 
on ‘real honest’ burgers, aims to replicate 
burger joints in the US and Canada.

Designed to be reminiscent of a church, 
all the elements of the restaurant have 
been carefully considered from the names 
of the dishes to the smart interior. 

Diners will select their food from hymn 
boards and sit on church pews, and 
even the toilet cubicles are set up as 
confessionals.  

The Burger Priest also prides itself on 
serving premium 100 per cent Aberdeen 
Angus beef, which is gluten and hormone-
free with no additives or preservatives. 

It also offer a number of vegan options 
served on gluten-free brioche buns.  

The Burger Priest concept is the 
brainchild of Cannock-based bar 
entrepreneur Scott Murray, the man behind 
the popular Bar Sport franchise. 

Scott, the Managing Director of The 
Burger Priest, has a wealth of industry 
experience and has set up multiple 
franchises and is keen to grow The Burger 
Priest brand nationwide.  

Since launching as a franchise model, 
The Burger Priest has received countless 
enquiries and has exciting plans to launch 
managed sites in Staffordshire and the 
West Midlands as well as new franchised 
sites in Edinburgh, Birmingham, Chatham, 
Manchester and London. 

Scott said: “The inspiration behind the 
restaurant came from various holidays 
to the United States and Canada, both 
nations of burger lovers. 

“I was always disappointed not to find 
the same calibre of restaurant here in the 
UK, which led me to launching the Burger 
Priest concept. We will only be using the 
best ingredients in our food, with all our 
burgers made fresh on site and never 
frozen. 

“We want to create an experience for 
the customer and we have got great 
confidence in the brand and its identity. 
The feedback regarding franchising has 
been really exciting with over 200 enquiries 
and we are really looking forward to 
opening restaurants nationwide later in the 
year.”

A church-themed burger restaurant has opened its doors in 
Wolverhampton following a £250,000 investment.
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As reported by QuickBite in the middle of 
May, the campaign had only reached just over 
half of its asking, however, as the closing date 
grew closer supporters seemed to come out 
of hiding.

The total number raised equalled £55,000, 
more than double the original goal.

As well as raising 275 per cent of its target, 
bio-bean is also one of the top five businesses 
in the Virgin Media Business Voom 2016 
Crowdfunder Award.

Bio-bean has become partners with 
companies such as Shell, Centrica and Veolica 
thanks to the Voom campaign.

Public figures such as Sir Richard 
Branson and Dame Ellen MacArthur have 
expressed their support for bio-bean and the 
#poweredbycoffee campaign.

Green energy company bio-bean 
has ended its crowdfunding 
campaign raising more than 
double what they pitched for.

Fundraising 
campaign proves to 
be a big hit

Since opening in 2014, in Market 
Harborough, Meatcure has launched two 
other sites in Leicester and Leamington Spa, 
as well as having one due to open in Bedford.

The group has decided on the next site 
being Hinkely, which was announced not so 
long ago, making the total number five.

Aspiring to expand further, Meatcure 
owners Rob Martyniak and Paul Rigby 
have announced they are going to start 
a crowdfunding campaign on the Seedrs 
platform. The group are hoping to raise 
£350,000 to put towards opening a further five 
stores by 2017.

news round-up

meatcure launches crowdfunding effort
New York’s meatpacking district and Southern BBQ-inspired restaurant 
group Meatcure has launched a crowdfunding campaign.

Pizza chain trials bus 
delivery service
Domino’s are trialling a delivery 
service which gives bus 
passengers the option to order 
pizza on their commute.

The service allows commuters to 
order pizza over the phone and have it 
delivered to their bus stop of choice.

The decision was made following 
the delivery of a Domino’s pizza to a 
customer on a train at the end of April.

It is being trialled on the Catch 22 
bus route which goes from Mereside to 
Blackpool.

Domino’s Blackpool operations 
director, David Woods, said: “We like a 
challenge at Domino’s.

“So after successfully delivering pizza 
to a train, we wanted to go one step 
further and offer people pizza to a bus.”

The first person to order this service, 
Aaron Ryder, said: “I was on my way to 
a lunchtime shift at work, when the bus 
driver announced the new delivery service 
over the tannoy.”

Domino’s are also inviting customers to 
take ‘pizza selfies’ on the bus using the 
hashtag #DominosPizzaBus to win a night 
in with their friends at Domino’s.
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It comprises of a TV advert supported by a 
cross channel campaign. 
   The new ‘Keep Discovering’ platform follows 
on from the previous ‘Stay Picky’ campaign 
and aims to raise regularity within the 
millennial target audience.

The new initiative follows research showing 
that consumers get excited when being 
shown a range of products. The TV advert 
promotes the wide range offered by Subway® 
and encourages customers to discover new 
combinations.

Subway® is pushing advertisements on 
TV and catch-up channels like ITV Player, 
back-page print advertising and an ‘always-
on’ mobile campaign, which will push adverts 
direct to consumers.

There will also be a 50 second cinema ad 
which will be screened nationwide.

Greg Madigan, Head of Brand for Subway® 
in UK and Ireland, said: “I am delighted to kick 
off our new brand revitalisation campaign, 
with a new energy and a choice message that 
empowers consumers to keep discovering 
everything that our menu has to offer only at 
Subway® stores.”

 
Sandwich store franchise  
Subway® has unveiled a new 
platform to promote the various 
flavours and combinations it offers.

Subway® launches 
‘Keep discovering’ 
platform

nearly 20,000 restaurants risking survival due 
to poor food hygiene

Sixty-one per cent of consumers say they 
will boycott such businesses, a study by food 
safety technology company Checkit found.

This means that 18,379 restaurants, 
takeaways, sandwich/coffee shops, hotels 
and pubs in England, Wales and Northern 
Ireland are at risk, as they currently have 
a Food Standards Agency Food Hygiene 
Rating of two or below.

The study found that London is the city 
with the largest number of food businesses 
at risk (5,092), while Birmingham has 
the highest percentage (17 per cent) of 
restaurants scoring two or below. 

It is followed by Leicester (14%), London 
(14%) and Manchester (11%). 

Overall, 7% of cafes, canteens, 
restaurants, mobile caterers, pubs, 
takeaways, sandwich shops and hotels in 
England, Wales and Northern Ireland fail to 
meet the hygiene standards that consumers 
demand, according to figures from the Food 
Standards Agency’s website. 

Across the UK takeaways and sandwich 
shops are the sector in most danger of 
being shunned by diners, with 14% of them 
having a food hygiene rating of two or below. 
This figure rises to 28% of Birmingham 
and Manchester takeaways, and over half 
(52%) of those in the London borough of 
Newham. Given that 64% of consumers say 
they’ would avoid takeaways with low food 
hygiene ratings, this will have a major impact 
on the sector’s revenues and individual 
business survival.

The research also revealed that three 

quarters (75%) of consumers said they 
wouldn’t risk dining at a restaurant that 
had been implicated in a food hygiene 
incident, even if recommended by 
someone that they trust. 

Customers would even rather put up 
with poor service from rude and unhelpful 
staff than eat at dirty restaurants. Sixty-six 
per cent of respondents rated unclean 
or dirty premises as the first or second 
reason for not returning to a restaurant. 
Just 16% cited slow or poor service and 
32% said rude or unhelpful staff would 
stop them coming back to a restaurant.

 David Davies, Managing Director of 
Checkit, said: “The food business is 
incredibly competitive, with nearly 60% of 
restaurants failing in their first three years 
of operation.

“Our research shows that good food 
hygiene is the number one factor in 
where diners choose to eat – and that 
they simply won’t return to places where 
there has been a food hygiene incident. 
Yet our analysis finds that nearly 20,000 
restaurants require improvement to meet 
basic Food Standards Agency standards. 
Owners of food businesses are risking 
their revenues and survival, as well as the 
health of their customers, by not taking 
hygiene seriously.”

One thousand people were questioned 
as part of the Checkit study, which was 
combined with analysis of the Food 
Standards Agency’s Food Hygiene Rating 
Scheme website. 

Thousands of restaurants with low food hygiene ratings are risking 
their survival, according to new research.
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mod to open second 
uK site
US restaurant chain MOD Pizza 
is to open its second UK site in 
Brighton this summer.

The business already has one location in 
Leeds. 

Previous to founding MOD in Seattle in 
2008, Scott and Ally Svenson spent time 
living in the UK where they started Seattle 
Coffee Company before selling to Starbucks.

The new location, which will open in 
August, overlooks the Brighton seafront 
and will include 86 covers; 73 inside and 13 
outside. 

Sir Charles Dunstone, founder of the 
Carphone Warehouse, TalkTalk Telecom and 
chairman of MOD UK, said: “Brighton is one 
of the most community driven cities in the 
UK and we think that matches perfectly with 
MOD’s care and community ethos.

“We’re not just talking about pizza coming 
to Brighton, we’re talking about a fresh way 
of thinking.”

Mr Svenson, co-founder of MOD, said: 
“The spirit and energy of Brighton is a perfect 
match for MOD’s people-centric culture that 
celebrates individuality and self-expression.

“MOD prides itself on being a force 
for good in the lives of our team and the 
communities in which we operate, and we 
look forward to spreading some MODness in 
Brighton starting this summer.”  
* Business Profile - See page 52

Pod unveils summer menu

With 22 shops in London and counting, 
pod has been supplying innovative and 
healthy food since 2005.

Some of the new creations range from 
mango porridge to a non-alcoholic Pina 

Healthy food-to-go specialist pod has unveiled a new summer menu 
inspired by tastes from around the world.

Colada blend, with other combinations like 
Matcha yoghurt, apricot and tomato chicken 
curry and more.

Other additions include chef specials and 
traditional flavours with exotic twists.
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harry ramsden’s unveils 
new restaurant format

The UK’s first Harry Ramsden’s City 
restaurant has opened on the world 
famous Royal Mile, bringing 25 new jobs 
to the city.

The Harry’s City model features an 
urban design and décor, as well as a 
wide-ranging menu of fresh, cooked to 
order rotisserie and grilled seafood and 
meat dishes.

Opening in partnership with Harry 
Ramsden’s Scottish franchisee, Seven 
Seas Ventures Ltd, the new 3,000 sq ft 
Edinburgh restaurant offers takeaway as 
well as sit-in facilities with seating for 70 
diners.

The unveiling of the new look came as 
Harry Ramsden’s launched its first foray 
into the Scottish licensed trade sector.

The brand revealed its new Pub 
format at the official opening of Harry 
Ramsden’s at The Three Bridges, in South 
Queensferry, Edinburgh.

Designed to extend its proposition into 
the traditional institution of Pubs, the new 
Pub format retains the local pub identity 
while remaining true to its own heritage.

Harry Ramsden’s at The Three Bridges 
features an updated interior design to 
create an ambiance appealing to pubs’ 
more traditional customer base, while 
providing a welcoming and inviting 
atmosphere for families.

This latest opening comes as a result of 
Harry Ramsden’s partnership with Punch 
Taverns.

The Harry Ramsden’s team will manage 
of all aspects of the outlet’s day-to-day 
operation, serving breakfast, lunch, 
afternoon tea and dinner.

Joe Teixeira, CEO of Harry Ramsden’s 
said: “We relish this opportunity to enter 
into new markets and pride ourselves in 
selecting great locations, surroundings 
and cities which hold truly international 
appeal. 

“For those reasons, we believe 
Edinburgh is the ideal place from which 
to unveil our newest models and further 
extend the modern day face of Harry’s to 
a new generation of customers.”

The Three Bridges is owned by Punch, 
who has jointly funded the investment 
with Harry Ramsden’s.

David Wigham, Punch development 
director said: “We are delighted that Harry 
Ramsden’s share our enthusiasm for The 
Three Bridges and are confident that their 
outstanding food and levels of service will 
prove very popular.”

Fish and chip chain Harry 
Ramsden’s has unveiled its 
newest format at the opening of 
a restaurant in Edinburgh.

Natural food outlet Pret, converted 
its Soho store into a vegetarian 
and vegan only venue in support 
of its ‘Not Just for Veggies’ 
campaign.

Pret has a green  
makeover

Pret turned the pop-up location green to 
enlighten people that they don’t need to be 
vegetarian to have meat-free meals.

Veggie Pret was open throughout 
the course of June and offered 45 new 
vegetarian and vegan recipes.

There is a chance that the most popular 
dishes will be added to the regular Pret 
menu and customers had the opportunity to 
vote which recipes ‘hit the spot’ or ‘lost the 
plot’ using iPads and a voting wall.

Clive Schlee, Pret’s CEO, asked 
customers through his blog what Pret could 
do to create better vegetarian food and over 
10,000 customers voted.

Pret’s response was creating the ‘Not 
Just for Veggies’ campaign.

Mr Schlee said, “We believe that if 
vegetarian food was more delicious, 
attractive and available, more people would 
choose to eat it.

“This is the challenge we’ve set ourselves 
with our Little Veggie Pop Up, and we look 
forward to hearing what our customers have 
to say.”

Catering equipment manufacturer Frima UK has appointed Tim Calvert 
as its new regional development chef for the south and south west of 
England. 

Frima uK appoints new regional development 
chef 

An experienced chef with huge 
experience in the hospitality business, Tim’s 
previous role was as a Development Chef 
for Rational.

Mr Calvert’s initial task will be to set 
up Frima Cooking Live demo sites across 
Swindon, Bristol, Taunton, Bournemouth 
and Exeter. 

Mr Calvert said: “I am delighted to be 
joining Frima UK, working with a market-
leading manufacturer of catering equipment, 
helping to demonstrate the benefits of 
cutting-edge cooking technology is an 
exciting prospect.

“The VarioCooking Center delivers 
genuine and clear benefits to caterers’ 
businesses, with significant reductions in 
both time and costs compared to traditional 
appliances. There’s a lot of interest in 
the Frima appliance, and there’s a great 
opportunity for distributors to build on the 
growth we’ve already seen. 

“I will be looking to help forward-thinking 
dealers who want to offer a modern 
alternative to bratt pans, griddles, kettles, 
large pots and fryers.”

Graham Kille, managing director of Frima 
UK, said: “Tim is a talented chef, with 
experience in all areas of the hospitality 
industry. 

“He knows what chefs are looking for, and 
has the drive and ambition to explain the 
benefits of our products.”
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This decision has been made following 
the opening of its first UK location, in Milton 
Keynes, in May.

Smashburger plans to open restaurants 
in Brighton, Newcastle, Bath, Glasgow and 
Wednesbury.

The Brighton site is set to open this 
summer, with Newcastle and Bath locations to 
open in autumn.

The first outlet in Scotland will open in 
Glasgow later in 2016.

This will be followed by the opening of a site 
in Wednesbury, in early 2017.

Smashburger has also announced plans to 
open 35 restaurants in the UK over the next 
few years.  
*See pages  54 and 55 to find out what Burger 
Lad thought of the UK’s first Smashburger 
restaurant  

US restaurant chain Smashburger has announced the opening of five 
new UK locations.

uK expansion plans for Smashburger

Central Dish lets diners search for the best 
meals in their local area based on dish-
specific ratings and images taken by other 
customers.

Orders can be placed online directly via the 
platform.

Rif Kiamil, Chief Executive Officer of Central 
Dish, said, “Restaurants have told us how 
unfair review systems can be on other big 
takeaway sites.

“Our fairer system puts the best food first.
“We also believe photos are a big part 

of helping people to choose food they can 
enjoy. This means providing them with 
honest images of the dishes we offer on our 
platform.”

More than 500 restaurants and takeaways 
are signed up to the website, which has 
received 25,000 ratings from diners.

Mustafa Kiamil, Chief Executive Officer of 
JJ Food Service, said, “Central Dish will help 
independent restaurants and takeaways to 
increase their visibility online while driving 
traffic to their virtual door step. We are proud 

to say that it’s backed exclusively by JJ Food 
Service, cementing our position as leaders in 
technology within the foodservice sector.”

To help drive consumers to the site, Central 
Dish is investing £10 million into marketing.

news round-up

Central Dish aims to drive traffic to 
restaurants with real reviews
JJ Food Service has launched a new website to drive consumers to 
restaurants and takeaways using a rating system based on customer 
reviews and images.

ceSa releases guide 
to eu ecodesign and 
energy labelling
The Catering Equipment 
Suppliers Association (CESA) 
has released a new guide 
explaining what buyers 
need to know about new EU 
regulations.

As part of its programme of 
environmental and consumer protection, 
the EU is introducing energy labelling 
and ecodesign directives for commercial 
catering equipment as of July 1.

In order to help buyers of catering 
equipment understand the new directives, 
CESA has published a guide.

The first group of equipment the new 
directives will focus on is Professional 
Refrigerated Storage Cabinets (PRSCs).

From July 1st all PRSCs sold in 
Europe will have to be tested within the 
framework of the Ecodesign Directives, 
and carry labels displaying their energy 
efficiency.

Simon Frost, chairman of CESA, 
said: “Energy efficiency has become 
a critical issue for catering equipment 
manufacturers in recent years.

“This new guide provides an 
understanding and down-to-earth 
explanations about the new tests and the 
labelling.

“The directives will be important for 
any catering equipment buyer or specifier, 
they will make it possible to accurately 
compare running and overall lifetime 
costs of different models.”
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The venture involves the artisan fresh food 
and coffee brand’s dedicated management 
and development structure acquiring all of 
the current Apostrophe  
sites, using the support of CH&Co Group’s 
back of house systems and procurement 
services.  

It will also see CH&Co Group offering 
the SOHO Coffee Co. brand as part of its 
portfolio of catering solutions for clients.

Chris Copner, Chairman of SOHO Coffee 
Co, said: “We’re very excited to align 
ourselves with a catering brand of the quality 
of CH&Co Group.  This deal is the perfect 
opportunity for both parties to help each 
other grow. 

“It immediately gives SOHO a top quality 
London portfolio of 15 stores to build on 
and gives CH&Co Group exclusive access 
to a rapidly growing, and increasingly 
international, quality food and coffee brand 
that will create opportunities and leverage 
sales in the contract catering arena.  

“The emphasis is very much on future 

growth and we have plans to further adapt 
and grow the food offer in the Apostrophe 
branches in the coming months to meet 
the ever-changing needs of the chain’s 
customers.”

Bill Toner, CEO of CH&Co Group, said: 
“We’ve been watching SOHO’s growth 
and development with interest in recent 
years and they are definitely a company to 
watch.  We’re proud to be working together 
on this venture.  

“The joint venture is a good cultural fit 
and both companies have complimentary 
expertise; the team at Apostrophe will gain 
from opportunities that the wider exposure  
to a quality international brand like SOHO  
will bring and the customer experience will 
be enhanced further too. 

“For CH&Co Group, the ability to offer  
the SOHO Coffee Co. brand as an additional 
service offer to appropriate clients is a great 
opportunity and early indications are that 
we will open about 10 SOHO outlets a year 
within contract catering environments.”

SOHO Coffee Co. has joined forces with top independent caterer CH&Co 
Group for a joint venture centred around the Apostrophe café chain.

Soho coffee co. teams up with ch&co 
group for joint venture

Quartet join food 
venues at pop-up 
shopping mall

 
Four new food outlets have 
opened their doors to hungry 
shoppers at Boxpark in London.

Soft Serve Society, serving ice creams 
and desserts, The Athenian, selling Greek 
street food, The Duck Truck, dishing up 
duck-based recipes, and Arni’s Grill Bar, 
serving shawarmas and kababs have all 
moved into the pop-up mall, in Shoreditch.

The Soft Serve Society’s dessert bar 
aims to entice customers with its menu 
of ice cream cones and over-the-top 
milkshakes, while The Athenian’s mission is 
to bring handmade Greek food to the local 
communities of London.

The Duck Truck will be serving up a 
variety of duck-based treats, including 
duck wraps, duck fat chips and duck 
salads, where as Arni’s Grill Bar, will offer 
hungry shoppers fresh salads and grilled 
meats.

Food venues at Boxpark are open from 
8am to 11pm, Monday to Saturday, and 
10am to 10pm Sundays. 
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   The partnership will see five Subway® 
stores open across Aramark’s UK operations 
by the end of 2016.
   Aramark already has four Subway® stores, 
including at Chichester College, Robert 
Gordon University, Aegon UK and the newest 
at Sparsholt College, in Hampshire, which 
opened at the end of 2015.
   As the partnership between Aramark and 
Subway® continues to grow, a fifth Subway® 
store is currently in development at the John 
Radcliffe Hospital, in Oxford, which is due to 
open later this year. 
   In addition, Aramark and Subway® are 
working together on several other new store 
projects in the US and worldwide. 
   Greg Madigan, Area Development Manager 
for Subway® UK and Ireland, said: “We are 
delighted to have recently opened the brand 
new Subway® store in partnership with 
Aramark at Sparsholt College.
   “The success of our partnership with 
Aramark is due to the wide range of locations 
in which the company operates, and how 
easily Subway® can integrate into those 
locations, whether these are colleges, 
universities, hospitals or businesses.
   “Non-traditional locations are a key 
area of growth for Subway® - the simple 

Subway® extends partnership with aramark  
Sandwich chain Subway® has extended its partnership with food and facilities services company Aramark. 

operations involved in running a store and 
the convenience offer make it a perfect fit for 
these locations.” 
   Frank Gleeson, Region MD, for Aramark 
Northern Europe, said: “We are delighted to 
extend our partnership with Subway®.  

The venue will serve high-protein meals in 
the form of ‘carvepots’ which are available 
from breakfast through to dinner. 

Fish, meat and vegetarian options will be 
hand carved and prepared by experts on 
customer facing podiums and served with 
spices, rice, relishes and roots.

Some of the creative options available 
include smoked pork with apple slaw, crème 
fraiche, piquillo peppers and pineapple 
ketchup; roasted tofu with sesame seed crust, 
tamari, ginger and turmeric root; and salmon 
gravadlax with leeks, fennel, radish, chopped 
egg, dill and mustard. 

The breakfast pots are alike with options 
such as Cumberland sausage meatloaf with 

ground Landroc pork, nutmeg, sage and a 
whole loin of dry-cured bacon with a Seville 
orange marmalade graze, served with sides 
such as bubble and squeak and free range 
eggs. 

Customers complete their transactions in 
advance then help themselves to a drink, their 
chosen carvepot from the self-service system, 
a roll and a sauce. The all-day carvepots are 
priced at £6.95.

Daniel Bear, founder of Carve, said: “For 
years the concept of carvery has had a bad 
rep, but we aim to put it back on the diners’ 

foodie lists. Carve is food for the way we like 
to eat now – high protein, fresh, fast guilt-free 
food.

“We’re focused on food not service, we put 
our money into ingredients and hand carve 
everything in full view, there’s no backstage. 

“Cash-free payment and one-price ensures 
an efficient customer journey and we are 
confident that this will be embraced by 
increasingly health-conscious, time-poor 
Londoners.”

Carve aims to have 30 branches in London 
over the next three to five years.

new cashless carvery 
dining concept to 
open in london

   “We are always listening to what our 
customers are looking for and having 
Subway® stores as part of the Aramark 
portfolio allows us to bring high street brands 
and great quality food offers to our client 
locations directly.”

 
Carve a new carvery which 
offers only card and phone 
payment, is set to open in 
London this summer.
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news round-up

The acquisition forms a part of a strategy 
to build a significant, multi-brand restaurant 
portfolio.

It will sit alongside BRH’s other scalable 
restaurant brands which are being rolled out; 
these being Harry Ramsden’s, Fishworks and 
the Cinnamon Collection.

Tom Crowley, giraffe’s managing director, 
said: “We are very excited about the acquisition 
of our business by Boparan Restaurants 
Holdings.

“This now provides us with the opportunity 
to really focus on developing the giraffe 
business to its full potential throughout the UK 
and overseas.”   

Ranjit Singh Boparan, CEO of BRH, said: 
“We invest in businesses that add value to  
our portfolio and giraffe represents an 
appealing proposition for both customers and 
landlords.  

“We believe the brand has significant 
potential for further growth and look forward  

Boparan Restaurants Holdings 
(BRH) has acquired the Giraffe 
restaurant group from Tesco.

tesco sells giraffe to brh

There are currently 20 sites across the 
UK and the business has major plans for 
expansion.

Earlier on this year the company announced 
that it will double the number of stores by the 
end of 2016 and expand further internationally, 
with an opening in Dubai.

Des Pheby, Founder of Wok&Go, said: “We 
started out in the north and are gradually 
working our way down south. 

“We have further London sites in the 
pipeline for this year, as well as multiple 
franchise openings in Kent and Essex, but also 
Manchester and Scotland. 

“We will be supporting our local franchisee 
with launch marketing, training, and 
operational support.”

Matteo Frigeri, Director of Seeds Consulting, 
which is responsible for Wok&Go’s national 
and international franchise recruitment, said: 
“Wok&Go’s strength lies in the quality of the 
food. 

“Old style noodle bars still feature pre-made 
noodle dishes sitting in hot cabinets. Wok&Go 
dishes are all made to order and the added 
value is the show around the wok station.

Matteo added: “Wok&Go is a professional 
franchise organisation in that it not only knows 
how to run its own stores, but it is also totally 
focused on supporting franchisees and getting 
them the best deal. 

“This starts with the franchise store project, 
which is provided as a turn-key solution.”

Noodle bar chainWok&Go has opened its first franchise site in the capital.

Wok&Go opens first franchise noodle bar in London

to working with Tom and his team to 
develop the group.” Giraffe was started by 
husband and wife duo Russel and Juliette 
Joffe, with their close friend Andrew Jacobs 

in 1998, before being acquired by Tesco in 
2013. There are currently 56 giraffe restaurants 
in total, 52 of which are in the UK and there are 
plans for more.



   Skippers Fish Bar, in Preston, has gained Marine Stewardship 
Council (MSC) certification after piloting a new online application 
process via a new joint partnership between the National Federation 
of Fish Friers (NFFF) and the MSC.
   Skippers is certified for MSC cod, haddock and plaice and makes 
homemade fish cakes and fish bites using certified cod, for those 
with smaller appetites. 
The fish bar sources Frozen-At-Sea (FAS) MSC certified fish, as the 
travel logistics for supplying wet fish make it inconsistent for their 
use.
   Skippers Fish Bar is also an NFFF Quality Award holder.
   Andrew Crook, the owner, has been running Skippers Fish Bar for 
over a decade and it’s the first fish and chip shop in Chorley to be 
certified.
   Andrew said: “More and more customers are concerned about the 
provenance of the food they eat, they are also concerned about the 
environment and fish stocks. By becoming MSC certified it allows me 
to demonstrate that they can eat fish and chips from our outlet with a 
clear conscience.”
    “Obtaining certification was very simple and just required a few 
changes to our training documents and to our handling practices.
   “The process has given my staff a new insight into sustainable 
fish and I have already found them proudly discussing our MSC 
sustainable fish with customers. 
   George Clark, from the MSC, said: “Congratulations to Skippers 
and the team on their MSC certification. They have found the new 
online process via the NFFF very straight forward and are already 
experiencing the benefits. The MSC’s blue ecolabel is reassuring for 
customers looking to enjoy Skipper’s tasty, traceable and certified 
sustainable fish.”

Skippers Fish bar proves 
sustainable credentials
A fish and chip shop is celebrating after being 
rewarded for its efforts to support sustainable 
fishing.
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news in brief

mcdonald’s launches Follow our 
Foodsteps campaign  

McDonald’s has launched a national 
campaign to champion the farming 
industry.  

Statistics show that the food, 
horticulture and engineering 
development areas of farming are in 
need of fresh talent and it is predicted 
over 100,000 recruits to the food 
industry are required by 2022 due to an 
anticipated population rise. 
   The Follow our Foodsteps campaign 
uses technology to give the public 
a real-life glimpse of the growing, 
production and preparation of food for 
the UK McDonald’s menu through VR 
(virtual reality) headsets with 360° video.
   A cinema experience, tractor virtual 
reality challenge and a ‘guess my job’ 
challenge will also be a part of the 
experience.
   The Follow Our Foodsteps roadshow 
will travel 2,000 miles visiting seven 
locations between May 11 and 
December 10, 2016. 
   Connor McVeigh, McDonald’s UK 
Director of Supply Chain, said: “By 
bringing together tech developments 
with farmers and food experts, we 
have created an immersive virtual 
reality experience that will allow people 
to follow in the footsteps of farmers, 
suppliers and our crew.”
   Elizabeth Truss, Environment 
Secretary, said: “McDonald’s is a 
fantastic example of the vision, creativity 
and innovation running through our food 
and farming industry today. As a nation 
we are now far more plugged into where 
our food comes from.”

chick ‘n’ Sours to open 
second site

 
Fried chicken restaurant Chick ‘n’ Sours 
is to open a second site in London. 
 
   The new venue will open in Seven Dials, in 
the West End, in September.

It promises a reimagined fried chicken menu 
of free-range, herb-fed, fried chicken fried, 
sides, sour cocktails, local beers and soft-serve 
ice-cream creations

The opening of the new 40-cover site, comes 
just a year after the opening of the first Chick 
‘n’ Sours opened its doors in Haggerston, East 
London.  

Carl Clarke, Co-owner of Chick ‘n’ Sours, 
said: “We couldn’t be happier with the location 
and the site, bang in the West End of London.

“Nothing changes though in terms of what 
we are all about – it will be the same wicked 
vibe and spirit that we’ve brought to everything 
we’ve done since our first parties years back.”

zia lucia hopes to take a slice out 
of capital’s pizza market 
 
A new pizza restaurant has opened its 
doors in London.

Zia Lucia, which translates from Italian 
as ‘Auntie  Lucia’ aims to provide a 
distinctive experience for pizza lovers 
across the capital.
   Alongside its traditional flour dough, 
the restaurant will also serve up a 

uber launches food delivery 
service in london 
 
Car booking company Uber has 
launched a food delivery service in 
central London. 
 
   The new service means people 
in the capital can order food to be 
delivered using their smart phones by 
downloading the UberEATS app, which 
is available on iOS and Android, or by 
visiting ubereats.com.
   Dishes can be ordered from over 150 
top restaurants, including The Good 
Life Eatery, Hotbox, Chilango, Pho, 
Comptoir Libanais, Snog and many 
more.
   The service will initially be available 
from 11am to 11pm, seven days a week. 
It follows the launch in cities in the 
US, Canada, Australia, Singapore and 
France.

wholemeal option, a vegetable charcoal 
black base and a special gluten-free 
base. 
   Zia Lucia’s open pizza kitchen also 
means that customers will be able to 
watch their food being prepared.
The restaurant has a seating capacity 
for 46 and an outside seating area for 
10.



tapas revolution wins best 
Spanish restaurant  
 
Tapas Revolution has been named 
the Best Spanish Restaurant at 
The Birmingham Food Drink and 
Hospitality Awards 2016. 

 The Spanish café, bar and restaurant 
was founded by Omar Allibhoy in 2010.
   Mr Allibhoy said: “It’s always an 
honour to win such a prestigious award, 
but it makes it even more special when 
it is voted for by the public.
   “I’m so pleased the people of 
Birmingham enjoy our tapas: Let’s keep 
the revolution going.” 
   As well as Birmingham, there are 
Tapas  Revolutions in Bluewater, 
Birmingham, Sheffield, Shoreditch and 
Westfield. 
   The Birmingham Food Drink and 
Hospitality Awards celebrates the 

food, drink and hospitality industry in 
Birmingham, and the winners are voted 

for by the public.

news in brief

university chef claims bbQ battle 
crown 
 
University chef Martin Wheeler has 
been crowned 2016 British BBQ Battle 
champion. 

   Martin, who is employed at the 
University of Reading, claimed the title 
at the event held at Blenheim Palace, in 
Oxfordshire.
   Chefs competing in the contest had 
to rustle up a three course meal using 
a barbeque as the main method of 
cooking. 
   They had to cook in front of an 
audience, before presenting the food to 
a panel of four judges. 
   Martin’s starter consisted of 
applewood-smoked eel served with an 
apple and celeriac slaw. 
For the main course, he served a 
Hogget shish on a beetroot flatbread 
with crispy kale and baba ganoush. 
   His choice for dessert was a 
Lamington, served with grilled mango 
and a Pina Colada sabayon.
   Martin said: “I really enjoyed 
competing. It was a brilliant day and to 
win was just amazing.”
   Ray Hall, Managing Director of the 
event’s main sponsor R H Hall, said: 
The fifth annual BBQ Battle shows that 
this event keeps going from strength to 
strength, with extraordinary dishes yet 
again produced by all competitors.”
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Proper corn

The snack industry in Britain is 
booming at the moment, with 
more and more of us looking 
to pick up a quick meal at a 
fair price.

With that in mind, we spoke to 
Cassandra Stavrou and Ryan Kohn, the 
founders of premium popcorn brand 
PROPERCORN, to find out about the 
latest trends and how the snack market 
has evolved.

How do you see the snack 
market at present?

Cassandra said: “We are witnessing 
more innovation and new entrants to 
this category than ever before. 

“Entrepreneurialism has never been 
hotter and the snack market has 
especially benefitted from this; it’s a 
category that everyone understands 
and almost everyone enters into. 
New players have given us a more 
competitive market, which is great news 
for the increasingly discerning customer; 
our expectations have never been 
higher. 

“As a leading brand in this category, we 
must continue to raise the bar and make 
our popcorn the best it can possibly be. 
It’s the only way we’ll continue to enjoy 
the amazing reception we have had so 
far.”

What exciting trends are you 
seeing in the market and 
where is the growth coming 
from?

Cassandra said: “Health and wellness 
remain top of the agenda, with healthy 
snacking growing at double the rate of 
normal snacking. We’re very excited to 
have felt this so strongly in popcorn, 
where we remain the fastest growing 
sub-category within CSN. 

“More recently, we’ve also seen trends 
like transparency over supply chain, 
provenance and company ethics 
dominating customer expectations 
from brands - there is nowhere to hide. 
This is such a positive movement and 
enables smaller, agile brands (which 
perhaps have their house in slightly 
better order) to thrive and have a voice.”

Ryan added: “In terms of flavours we’re 
seeing some really exciting trends 
coming onto the scene.

“There’s been a real rise in fermented 
and umami flavours including kimchi, 
seaweed and kombucha, not only 
due to health benefits but also to their 
intensely savoury, mouth-watering 
flavour. 

“Moving forward, I think we’ll continue 
to see the rise of sugar alternatives 
such as cacao and dark chocolate and 
natural sweeteners like maple sugar, 
jaggery and coconut palm sugar.

“Finally, as traditional meal times break 
down further and people increasingly 
eat on the go, the importance of format 
and packaging that perfectly play into 
people’s lifestyles, is more important 
than ever. 

“This month, we’re launching a new 
sharing format to encourage sharing 
occasions outside of the cinema and 
home movie. It’s a real first for snacking 
and we’re so excited by its potential to 
help grow the category. 

The Big Interview

“We’re seeing 
some really 

 exciting trends 
coming onto 

the scene”
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What are the plans for 
PROPERCORN over the 
next 12 months?

Cassandra said: “It’s been a whirlwind 
four years and we have no plans 
of slowing down. Currently, we’re 
impatiently preparing to reveal some 
really exciting recipes that continue to 
push the boundaries of normal popcorn 
and redefine it as an exciting snack 
option. We’re also now available in 10 
countries across Europe; understanding 
the nuances and trends of each new 
market presents a real challenge for the 
team but we’re loving the process.”  

Ryan added: “Our latest project, 
which we revealed last month, is the 
Institute of Flavour. During a month long 
celebration of taste and flavour we’re 
launching a ‘crowdseasoning’ initiative, 
inviting the nation to create our next 
flavour - the UK is an incredible melting 
pot of food cultures and influences, so 
we’re hugely excited to see what people 
come up with.

How has the snack market 
evolved during your time in 
the industry?

Ryan said: “Snacking behaviour has 
changed hugely over the last couple of 
years. People are no longer eating just 
three meals per day, but are snacking 
throughout the day, looking for a much 
wider variety of foods to meet their 
needs. This is something we’re acutely 
aware of, making sure our flavours and 
formats consider all snacking moments; 
hunger, boredom, social snacking, 
snacking at work. Retailers are realising 
that they can’t just keep stocking the 
standard snacks - shoppers are more 
demanding than ever.

Proper corn

“People are no 
longer eating 

just three meals 
per day, but 

are snacking 
throughout  

the day”
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“Snacking has also evolved, with the 
rise of convenience shopping. People 
are shopping more frequently, with fewer 
items in their basket and snacks often 
make it into these smaller convenience 
baskets; retailers just need to make sure 
they’re really in tune with health and 
flavour trends, in order to really profit.” 

What do you feel 
customers are looking 
for from their snacks 
nowadays? 

Cassandra said: “Trends, by nature, will 
come and go but one thing remains a 
key priority and that’s the importance of 
quality and taste - this is still the most 
important consideration for shoppers  
nd remains our absolute priority. 

“While we make sure that we continue 
to meet customer expectations on 
free-from, clean, quality ingredients and 
heath, taste, ultimately, comes out on 
top.” 

What makes PROPERCORN 
stand out from the 
competition? 

Cassandra said: “PROPERCORN is a 
product of an incredibly ambitious and 
entrepreneurial team. Since day one, we 
have stood by our Done Properly ethos, 
working to build a brand grounded in 
creativity, authenticity and, above all, a 
passion for popcorn.
  
“We employ attitude over experience 
and, as a result, have a young team 
willing to push the boundaries and 
challenge the status quo.  

“Done Properly means really caring 
about the detail and doing what we do 
in a way that is both thoughtful and 
personal. The exciting challenge is to 
maintain this as we grow - it’s the thing 
that keeps me awake most at night.”

Proper corn

Cassandra is the co-founder of 
PROPERCORN. 
Starting out in her kitchen when 
she was just 25, she now leads 
a team of 40 from their offices 
in London, selling more than 3 
million packs of their award-
winning popcorn per month.

Since first launching in 2011, 
Cassandra has worked tirelessly 
to create a dynamic business, 
grounded in passion for food and creativity. Unwilling to compromise on 
taste or health, PROPERCORN’s gluten-free collection is now available 
in 10 countries across Europe, with the business emerging as the fastest 
non-tech start-up in the UK.

Since successfully launching PROPERCORN, Cassandra has made 
mentorship of others, both internally and externally, an enormous part of 
her working life. Her passion for entrepreneurship has seen her involved 
in Warehouse’s Women to Watch initiative, Marie Claire @work live and 
Ted X events. This year, Cassandra has also worked with DEFRA as a 
Great British Food Pioneer

Cassandra was recently rewarded for her efforts in both business and 
mentorship, receiving the prestigious Veuve Clicquot New Generation 
Award. 

“since day one 
we have stood 

by our done 
properly ethos”

Alongside his co-founder, 
Cassandra, Ryan has built 
PROPERCORN from the ground 
up. 

Ryan stepped up to the challenge 
of starting a new business 
with no prior experience in the 
fast-moving consumer goods 
industry. With an everyday 
commercial understanding, 
however, he was able to focus on 
margins, forecasting, investment, and developing a business plan with 
achievable goals.

PROPERCORN has emerged as the fastest-growing premium popcorn 
brand in the UK, turning over £10 million in its fourth year of trading. 
Ryan has achieved an enormous amount in just over four years of 
business and all by the age of 32. 

Hiring on potential rather than experience and empowering members 
regardless of age, has meant that Ryan has helped to harvest a creative 
and collaborative culture that pervades every aspect of PROPERCORN. 
Prior to his time at PROPERCORN, Ryan set-up his property 
development company which had a focus on sustainability. 

ABOUT CASSANDRA

ABOUT RYAN
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street  
food

With more and more people leading increasing busy lives the need for  
consumers to be able to pick up something to eat quickly and easily has 

never been greater. This, coupled with the growing demand for flavours from 
around the world, has seen the popularity of street food continue to rocket.
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Street Food

As new concepts pop up all the time, 
we find out why street food remains an 
attractive market to consumers. We also 
take a look at what formats have been a 
success and find out what equipment is 
needed to set up your own street food 
business.

Featuring: 
Leon Mills, Knorr Marketing Manager, 
Unilever Food Solutions; Nick Pagett, 
Managing Director, Mom’s Fabulous 
Foods; Rhodri Morgan, Hellman’s 
Marketing Manager, Unilever Food 
Solutions; Mike Clarke, Director, 
It’s A Wrap; Jessica Lalor, Brand 
Development Manager, Kerrymaid; 
Eimear Owens, Country Sales Manager 
for UK and Ireland, Santa Maria 
Foodservice; Richard Jensen, Managing 
Director, Pan’Artisan; James Circuit, 
Development Chef, Major International; 
James Sharp, Director, Business on 
Bikes; Gary Johnson, Commercial 
Director, GRH Ltd, Kevan Vetter, 
Executive Chef, McCormick Flavour 
Solutions and Mohammed Essa, Aviko 
General Manager UK & Ireland. 

Why is street food 
so popular among 
consumers?

When it comes to eating on the go, you 
can’t beat the food readily available on 
the streets in our town and cities. 

With plenty of choice, it’s no wonder 2.5 
billion people worldwide consume street 
food on a daily basis. 

Gary Johnson said: “Street food is 
convenient, it’s trendy, you can get 
it on demand and there are so many 
different flavours and menus for people 
to choose from. 

“Street food vendors are there when you 
need them and there are so many great 
foods options that are now on offer as 
street food.”

James Circuit agreed. He said: “Quick 
and satisfying, not only in terms of 
consumer taste buds but in terms of our 
time and budgets, street food ticks all 
the right boxes for our increasingly busy 
lifestyles.”

Leon Mills added: “Quickly served, 
handheld food in a wide range of 
ever-changing international flavours 
makes street food a powerful force for 
consumer choice when it comes to 
eating out.

“Little wonder that it’s the second 
fastest growing segment of the out of 
home market, with a predicted average 
turnover growth of 16 per cent between 
2016 and 2018.”

Nick Pagett added: “Due to time and 
budget limitations, bite-sized products 
and services are now more appealing. 
“The food to go market remains as 
popular as ever, with a great increase in 
the number of people eating breakfast 
out of home, and 81% of consumers 
choosing to eat street food for lunch 
according to a recent survey. 

“Good quality street food will continue 
to be a trending opportunity at present 
and in coming years.”

James Sharp agreed that the quality 
of street food now on offer was an 
important factor in the popularity of the 
concept.

He said: “Street food is so popular 
because of the ease and simplicity, 
while people getting much better quality 
rather than eating at big chains.”

Eimear Owens shared this view. 
She said: “Our research shows 
that consumers view street food as 
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restaurant quality outside the restaurant, 
and attach an added value to food 
purchased from street food vendors. 

“The average lunchtime spend in 
London is around the £5 mark. Insight 
from our Street Food Report found 
that 64% of people spend £5 or over 
on street food, yet 61% feel they 
are spending less than their normal 
lunchtime spend.

“This shows that consumers don’t mind 
paying a premium price, as they are not 
only paying for their food but for the 
street food experience as a whole. 

“This includes the variety of choice 
street food offers, the theatre of 
watching your meal being prepared 
right in front of your eyes, the passion 
of street food vendors and the ability to 
support small and local businesses.

“And the street food bubble isn’t about 
to burst anytime soon. Forty-seven per 
cent of consumers plan to eat more 
street food than they already do.”

Richard Jensen added: “Street food 
offers great convenience for busy 
consumers wanting a quick serve, 
portable meal choice that’s relatively low 
cost.

“This rise in flavour has seen mobile 
street food catering outfits take hold 
across the UK, the growing volume of 
street food vendors has had a positive 
effect on pushing up the quality and 
authenticity of the food offering, 
providing great choice and variety 
for the consumer, via an increasingly 
in-demand, all-day, on-the-go dining 
scenario.”

What are the latest flavour 
trends in the street food 
market?

Mohammed Essa said: “Consumers 
are looking for an extra taste kick when 
eating out-of-home. Our research found 
that 56% of people say they want to see 
more spicy options on menus – which 
works well in the street food sector. 

“Not only that, almost half (44%) are 
willing to pay a premium for a side 

Street Food



dish that offers a kick, which means there’s a clear profit 
opportunity available to those vendors that deliver on this 
demand.

“When it comes to spice, almost half (48%) favour piri piri, 
while a further 63% would choose potato wedges as their 
spicy side – a dish that suits the street food market thanks to 
its hand-held appeal. 

“For operators looking to spice up their street food menus, 
Aviko has recently launched new Piri Piri Wedges, helping 
meet the consumer demand for sides with a kick.

“Ready from frozen in as little as three minutes, Aviko’s Piri 
Piri Wedges offer a speedy option to enhance a host of street 
food favourites without putting any additional strain on the 
catering team.” 

McCormick is another company that studies flavour trends, 
even compiling its own ‘Flavour Forecast’.

Kevan Vetter said: “Since its inception in 2000, Flavour 
Forecast has been tracking the growing interest in heat and 
identifying upcoming spicy flavours including chipotle, peri-
peri and harissa.

“Our latest report shows the next wave of this trend is 
complemented by tang. Look for Southeast Asian sambal 
sauce powered by chillies, rice vinegar and garlic to take 
kitchens by storm.”

Eimear added: “Research from Santa Maria’s Street Food 
Report found that the top five most popular street food 
cuisines are Mexican, Chinese, Thai, Indian and British.”

James Circuit pointed out that there was a growing demand 
for Mexican ‘mash-ups’. He said: “This year is all about the 
mashing up of Mexican.  

“From Mexican/Indian to Mexican/Moroccan combinations, 
new takes on burritos and tacos are right up there on the top 
of consumer hot-lists.  

“A traditional beef taco or a burrito infused with an 
international mari-base such as Major Oriental or Bombay, are 
instant on-trend street-worthy dishes. Or to go a step further 
even, switching the taco itself for an Indian Chapatti, is very 
street right now.” 

Gary said: “The Oriental, spicy and wholesome foods that are 
on offer from some street food vendors are as good as you 
would find in many an established take away or restaurant at 
times.”

In terms of the hot dog, Nick highlighted how Mom’s are 
bringing something exciting in this market, with the premium 
range of Mom’s Rosti Dog - gourmet hot dogs wrapped in 
delicious crispy potato. 

HAVE A SUPER 
STALLETTE SUMMER 

Those handling high-risk foods at outdoor events need 
to follow The Chartered Institute of Environmental Health 
regulations to ensure they have running hot water hand wash 
facilities to prevent cross-contamination.

“Mobile vendors and outdoor caterers must have access to 
hand wash facilities or risk being closed down by the EHO as 
well as exposing customers to bacteria such as salmonella 
and E.coli.” says Manty Stanley, managing director at TEAL.

Despite being part of the 
food hygiene regulations, 
having running hot water 
and a hand-washing 
facility is not always 
possible and sometimes 
mobile or outdoor 
caterers have to walk to 
nearby facilities to wash 
their hands.

Designed for the most 
hygienic hand wash, the  
Super Stallette II requires 
no access to mains water 
or drainage and will hold 
enough water for up to 
50 hand washes - perfect 
for busy festival sites.  
 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION:

Street Food

T: 0121 770 0593  E:  enquiries@tealwash.com 
W: www.tealwash.com
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Made using only the finest ingredients, 
Mom’s Rosti Dog range offers Mom’s 
Original Rosti Dog; a hot dog made 
with prime pork, wrapped in crispy 
and golden potato, Mom’s Breakfast 
Rosti Dog, especially made for British 
breakfast market, with scrambled egg, 
bacon and mushroom; Mom’s Chilli 
Cheese Rosti Dog; a hot dog  
with fresh chilli and cheese for a 
sensational kick and Mom’s Veggie 
Rosti Dog; filled with delicious cream 
cheese and spicy jalapenos, a great 
addition to vegetarian range on the 
market. All of these delicious Rosti Dogs 
are gluten free and a perfect handheld 
snack.

Nick said: “The rise of street food 
consumption has opened the door to a 
world of hot dog dining options. 

“Mom’s has seen unprecedented growth 
in this market with our varied range. The 
birth of mom’s Rosti Dog provides a 

popular option to the street food market 
offerings.”

Another food that lends itself to the 
street food market, is burgers.  

Rhodri Morgan said: “We’re witnessing 
a burger boom at the moment. In 2015, 
12.9% of lunches/dinners eaten out 
involved a burger.

“They require minimal equipment and 
provide a blank canvas for street food 
vendors to unleash their creativity on, 
so it’s no surprise that burgers have and 
continue to be a success for street food 
vendors.

“Burgers are easy to customise too – 
and we know consumers like to have 
choice. 

“Our research shows 45% of consumers 
like to add bacon to their burger. 
And when it comes to dressings and 

condiments, mayonnaise comes out 
on top with 47% of consumers saying 
they want either mayonnaise or garlic 
mayonnaise in their ultimate burger, 
compared to 45% who want ketchup.”
“Street food is leading the way when it 
comes to fresh burger ideas – and there 
are so many great burgers out there.” 

Jessica Lalor agreed and urged 
businesses serving burgers to embrace 
new flavour trends. 

She said: “As burgers remain one of 
the best loved and most popular out of 
home menu choices it is important for 
operators to acknowledge new burger 
trends. 

“When it comes to burger seasonings 
there is a clear shift away from more 
traditional flavours. Instead ethnic 
influences are starting to make an 
appearance on street food menus. 

Street Food
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“While smoked flavours such as rich 
BBQ remain on trend, hot and spicy 
seasonings are coming into their 
own with sriracha (chilli peppers, 
garlic, sugar and salt) and harrissa 
(roasted red peppers, fresh coriander, 
caraway seeds and garlic) pastes 
complementing consumer demand for 
spicy seasoned burgers.  

“Although, these new trends are 
increasingly popular, consumers still 
want to have a traditional topping of 
cheese on their burgers.”

However, Jessica was keen to 

emphasise the popularity of other 
cuisines.

She said: “As the second most popular 
cuisine in Britain, caterers are looking 
to add Indian street food dishes to 
menus. These include speciality curries 
and dhals.

 “Mexican dishes are also ideal for the 
grab-and-go category. Dishes including 
burritos, tortillas and Mexican-style 
paella are inspiring many street food 
offerings.”
Jessica also highlighted the popularity 
of Italian cuisine.

She said: “As the market for Italian 
food continues to be one of the biggest 
in the UK, operators will also look 
at serving Italian handheld dishes, 
particularly pizza.” 

What equipment is 
necessary for setting up a 
street food business?

According to James Sharp, the most 
important piece of equipment it an 
outlet to sell your food from that will 
attract customers.

He said: “You need an outlet to sell 
your food from that catches the eye 
and stands out from the competition – 
like a bike.”

Nick said: “The image of ‘fast food’ is 
morphing into a new concept of ‘good 
food served fast’. Offering up good 
quality, filling, handheld food at lunch 
and breakfast time can help attract new 
business. 

“The challenge for caterers is serving 
high volumes in a short space of time. 

“Mom’s has just the solutions for it, by 
offering a range of customise-designed 
hot dog serving equipment, including 
the eye-catching, retro-style Hot 
Dog Carts, compact footprint Retail 
Steamer, various sized Quick Serve 
Warmers and practical Bain Maries to 
suit all catering scenarios from small to 
large volume users. 

“The new Mom’s Topping Stations and 
Sauce Stations are specially designed 
to hold Mom’s Fabulous Sauces 
and your favourite toppings. These 
compact and practical stainless steel 
accessories are a perfect way to keep 
countertops tidy.”

How can street food 
vendors ensure their 
businesses stand out 
from competitors?

Serving good quality food is a vital part 
of ensuring your street food business 
stands out from the competition and 
our experts were keen to highlight this 
fact.

Street Food
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According to Mom’s Fabulous Hot 
Dogs, consumers are increasingly 
participating in a growing food culture 
focused on high-quality gourmet 
experiences and unique dishes. 
The company believes that smart 
caterers should look to gourmet fast 
food for inspiration and maximise 
mealtime trade to cater for current 
market trend. 

Despite street food being fashionable  
all over the world, Mom’s believes 
that in a country that demands high 
standards, street food has to be fast 
food with a twist - gourmet food. 

Nick said: “People in the UK demand 
quality. It’s important to get it right.” 

So, How do Mom’s stand out? 

Nick said: “Mom’s Fabulous Hot 
Dogs differ from the old soft textured 
hot dogs that have little consumer 

confidence.  Mom’s has set about 
changing the perception of a hot dog by 
introducing a range of meaty products 
with different flavours, textures and by 
using superior meat standards.

“Our quality assurance is always a big 
part of keeping ahead and differentiating 
from others. We want eaters to have the 
perfect gourmet experience.”

James Circuit added: “Having a simple 
yet innovative idea or theme concept 
can help you stand out a mile. 
“One type of cuisine done well but with 
a twist - such as Mexican, or even a 
recipe such as a taco or burrito - can be 
a winning combination.”

Encouraging brand loyalty is also an 
important consideration for street food 
vendors and Mike Clarke was keen to 
highlight how simple this is to do.
He said: “Street food is continually 
growing and we see numerous new 

businesses setting up every week, we 
get requests for branded greaseproof 
paper every day and our product ‘It’s 
a Wrap’ is the ideal solution for the 
majority of street vendors. 

“We consider it imperative that the 
customer eating the food becomes 
accustomed and loyal to the brand, 
and reinforcing this with branded 
greaseproof paper is such an easy  
way of achieving this. 

“Including information on the 
greaseproof paper like Facebook and 
twitter accounts is a great way for the 
customer to interact with the vendor 
and being quirky with the design always 
helps.” 

James Sharp added: “You need to 
provide something different, whether 
that be a bike as a stand to sell your 
products from, interesting flavours, or a 
modern twist on an old recipe.”  
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Gary highlighted the importance of 
reinvention when it comes ensuring  
your street food fare is in line with 
trends and your business is ahead any 
competitors.

 He said: “Innovation and reinvention of 
meal combinations are very important 
if vendors want to stay ahead of their 
competitors. 

“You need to excite the consumer and 
draw in the passer-by with exciting, 
imaginative flavours.”

What developments have 
been made in terms of the 
packaging of street food 
products?

The general consensus among our 
industry experts is that any street food 
packaging should be practical and 
ensure the fare remains fresh.

Nick said: “Street food packaging 
should be responding to the increasing 
demand for small, disposable and easily 
transportable packaging designs, by 
producing more versatile and creative 
solutions. 

“According to the Packaging Technology 

and Integrated Solutions Report 2016, 
‘over 80% of consumers feel that 
packaging should keep products fresh 
and prefer products sold in packaging 
that can be easily opened and closed 
without the use of scissors or other 
tools’. The report went on to say that 
‘flexible packaging is now the second-
most popular form of packaging 
amongst new products, while pouches 
and sachets have experienced the 
biggest growth in the market. It is also 
an area where new shapes and closures 
are combining to make some unique 
packaging’.

“Mom’s branding and packaging is 
vibrant, and eye-catching, and consists 
of several clever design elements to 
offer good level of practicality to their 
consumers.

Mike added: “Customers need 
something that can be practical, cost 
effective and tick all the right ‘Green’ 
boxes. Packaging must be fit for 
purpose and a lot of street food vendors 
prepare foods for eating on the go.

“Greaseproof paper remains one of the 
main products for accomplishing all of 
these goals, with the added benefit of 
the food maintaining its flavour, aroma 

and appearance as the paper allows the 
foodstuffs to breathe, yet providing a 
grease barrier. 

“We have mentioned before the 
importance of being biodegradable and 
it is still a big request from the majority 
of our customers. It’s a Wrap’s natural 
greaseproof paper once again achieves 
this.

“Being affordable is crucial and 
manufacturing from only 1,000 sheets, 
our greaseproof papers are probably the 
most cost effective way of packaging 
any street food products, unless it is 
soup.” 

What does the future 
hold for the street food 
market? 

“Hopefully, it will keep expanding,” 
James Sharp said. “Hopefully we will 
see street food outlets in all towns and 
cities to rival the average chain shops, 
so we have a variety of food available at 
all times.”

James Circuit was quick to tackle the 
issue of flavours that diners should be 
able to enjoy in the future. 

Street Food
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He said: “Old world flavours with a 
twist are definitely on the horizons for 
street food. Riding off the back of the 
Pan-Asian wave, Korean, Japanese, 
Southeast Asian as well as Middle 
Eastern and Persian are definitely here 
to stay, fuse and new combos will take 
over streets.”

Mohammed said: “When it comes to 
street food menus, operators tend to 
focus their attention on how they can 
differentiate their meat, fish or chicken, 
but what they often don’t consider is the 
huge opportunity there is to generate 
extra sales by offering alternative sides 
too. 

“With our new Piri Piri Wedges, 
operators can capitalise on one of the 
biggest flavour trends in foodservice 
without any prepping or seasoning 
required - essential when dealing with 
restricted space – and are guaranteed 
a high quality, consistent product that’s 
also versatile.

“Hand-held snacks will always be 
popular in the street food market but 
operators can refresh their menus with 
twists on traditional favourites. Hash 
Brown Bites for example, are a super-
crunchy twist on standard hash browns 
that have been designed to hold their 
crunch for longer. They’re also prepared 
in sunflower oil and are low in salt, 
making them a healthier choice. 

“Aviko’s own research shows that 

hash browns are now the third biggest 
breakfast item in pubs and restaurants 
so street food operators could be 
missing a trick if they fail to offer the 
popular side that is also perfect as a 
snack.” 

Nick added: “As consumers become 
more exposed to the high quality and 
adventurous food at affordable price, 
their expectations of food will constantly 
rise and consumer demands will 
stimulate market growth.”

He pointed to a report from Economic 
Trends and Consumer Lifestyle early 
this year that revealed that ‘the way we 
eat is undergoing significant change. 
The convergence of two major lifestyle 
trends is having a significant impact on 
the way we approach food: the trend 
towards gourmet, and the trend away 
from cooking, through lack of skill, time 
and/or inclination’. 

The reports continues, ‘dramatic 
changes in lifestyles, eating patterns, 
and demographics are creating new 
rules for marketing and packaging 
and are motivating new food product 
purchases. The uniqueness of and 
motivation for each specific snack and 
mini-meal occasion represent a new 
series of exciting market differentiators 
for the explosive snack and on-the-go 
meal sector’.

The view that people’s expectations of 
street food have grown and consumers 

are increasing looking for high quality, 
gourmet fare was shared by Gary.   
He said: “There is a growing market for 
gastro street food with a twist, or outlets 
with a deli feel, look and appeal.”
Jessica shared the opinion that 
consumers were becoming more 
adventurous, as well as the highlighting 
the rise in popularity of superfoods. 

She said:  “Operators should expect to 
see a rise in the popularity of new and 
unique flavours for pizza toppings. 

“Stocking superfoods such as kale and 
sweet potato will be beneficial. 

“Moroccan and Caribbean flavours are 
also becoming increasingly popular 
and using courgettes and aubergine to 
accompany authentic African spices will 
add a unique stance to the street food 
menu.”

In conclusion, it seems consumers 
are looking to add a little spice to 
their street food, as Mexican, Korean, 
Japanese, Southeast Asian and Middle 
Eastern flavours grow in popularity.

However, there still seems to be space 
for the old favourites, with burgers, hot 
dogs, pizzas and Indian food retaining 
their appeal, be it with some little twists.

There is also a growing demand for 
gourmet street food, which means 
outlets will have to up their game if they 
want to stay ahead of the competition.

Street Food
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ice cream
frozen desserts&

With summer in full swing, there’s no better way to cool down 
than with a scoop of ice cream or by tucking into a refreshing 

frozen dessert. With so much choice on offer, we find out what 
products are hot and how businesses can draw in the crowds 

with their cool offerings.





Ice cream & Frozen desserts
Despite the fickle nature of the British 
weather, it seems that the market for ice 
cream and frozen desserts remains as 
popular as ever.

With this in mind we speak to some of 
the leaders in this industry and see what’s 
new in the market in terms of product 
development. 

We also find out how can you make your 
business stand out from your competitors 
during the summer months, when 
demand is at its highest?

Featuring: Christina Veal, Director, 
New Forest Ice Cream; Michele Young, 
Director, Coolberry Café; Scott Duncan, 
Sales Director, Carpigiani UK Ltd; Heather 
Beattie, Buffalo Brand Manager, Nisbets 
Plc; Guy Cooper, Managing Director, 
Mitchell & Cooper; Rob Blunderfield, 
Marketing Manager, Parsley in Time; 

Rebecca Manfredi, Managing Director, 
Suncream Dairies; Mike Godwin, 
Managing Director, Amore Di Gelato.

What Role does ice cream 
and frozen desserts 
play in the quick service 
restaurant/food-to-go 
market?
Whether it’s the centrepiece of a dessert 
or as accompaniment to your pudding, 
ice cream is one item that is likely to 
feature on nearly all food-to-go and quick 
service restaurant menus.

And, it seems, the popularity show no 
signs of waning. 

Mike Godwin said: “Recently, we found 
that 85 per cent of venues questioned, 
claimed that ice cream was bought by 
over half of all diners.” 

Rob Blunderfield added: “Ice cream and 
sorbets have always been popular menu 
choices for all ages in the quick service 
restaurant and food-to-go market.”

Heather Beattie agreed. She said: 
“Nothing holds quite the same appeal as 
delicious ice-creams, sorbets and frozen 
yogurt, particularly during the summer 
months.”

Christina Veal said: “In general, and 
despite our interchangeable weather in 
this country, the ice cream market in the 
UK is massive. Just think how many times 
you choose ice cream to complement a 
dessert when you are eating out, or how 
often you treat yourself to an ice cream on 
a leisurely afternoon stroll.

“There is a serious profit margin to be 
made from ice cream, whether served in 
a cone or a coupe.  However, to ensure 
that you reap the rewards, quick service 
restaurant operators need a menu that will 
entice.

Guy Cooper added: “The summer months 
are a key time for any outlet looking to 
entice customers, and nothing quite says 
summer like ice creams, sorbets and 
frozen yoghurts. 

“Offering customers a refreshing and 
unique summertime treat can maximise 
on frozen dessert sales, and with the 
home-made trend continuing to rise, 
investing in innovative desserts can 
create a unique selling point against the 
competition.”

However, Rebecca Manfredi advised that 
businesses should also pay attention to 
their ice cream and frozen dessert menus 
at other times of the year and not just in 
the summertime. 

She said: “It’s a myth that ice cream is 
only popular during the summer months 
so make sure your ice cream menus are 
updated, and new flavours introduced, 
all year round.  Offering a selection of 
tempting ice cream desserts will give you 
the perfect opportunity to capitalise on 
your customers’ indulgence factor at the 
end of a meal whatever the weather.

 “The key to increasing revenue is to 
ensure that ice cream desserts look 
visually attractive and are described 
appealingly – and accurately - on 
the menu, but nothing sells quite like 
enthusiasm so brief your staff thoroughly 
on the product and its ingredients, and 
always encourage them to ‘upsell’ with a 
range of serving suggestions.”
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This was seconded by Christina, who 
said: “A winning ice cream menu 
must be exactly that, a menu.  Having 
something tangible that you can place in 
a customer’s hand with appealing images 
and detailed descriptions is a fantastic 
sales tool.  Furthermore, having staff that 
can then sell the dessert or ice cream 
concept, rather than simply offering it, will 
again help to encourage customers to 
indulge at the end of the meal.

“An appealing menu should include 
something for everyone; from individually 
wrapped lollies and ice creams for the 
very youngest, to a wide range of scoops 
in a coupe or cone for a grab-and-go 
offering or sensational sundaes that will 
spark adult conversation around the 
table, all are necessary, and all will help 
to increase your takings. Look to upsell 
here, no one is ever going to choose the 
smallest portion.”

Michelle Young agreed that ice cream and 
frozen desserts provided businesses the 
perfect opportunity to upsell.

She said: “Ice cream and frozen desserts 
are predominantly ‘impulse purchase’ 
items, so they are great products to 
have on your menu as they offer you 
incremental add-on sales and profit 
opportunities.  

“In general, they are considered affordable 
treats and as many can be tailored to fit 
an attractive retail price point, the upsell 
potential can be leveraged by many 
foodservice and food retail operators.”

Heather added: “Offering customers 
something a little different can be the key 
for outlets to ensure they maximise on 
ice cream sales during summertime and 
creating tempting home-made options 
could offer the solution.”

What products can 
businesses add to their 
menu to make sure they 
are keeping up with 
consumer trends?
When it comes to flavours, the general 
consensus is that it is important 
businesses continue to offer the ‘old 
favourites’, while also catering for the 
more adventurous.

Christina said: “With regards to flavours, 
it is important that you include the three 
most popular; strawberry, vanilla and 
chocolate, but a winning ice cream 
offering should also feature at least seven 
or eight other options to entice the more 
adventurous.”

Christina says New Forest Ice Cream 

aims to cater for this market with its Lotus 
Caramelised Biscoff, Jaffa Cake, Salted 
Caramel, Oriental Ginger, Liquorice and 
Gin & Pink Grapefruit ice creams.

Heather backed up the view that people 
were looking for something a little 
different. She said: “While traditional 
flavours such as vanilla, strawberry 
and chocolate will always be popular, 
consumer tastes are becoming 
increasingly sophisticated with the 
market seeing a real appetite for new and 
innovative flavour combinations.” 

However, Rebecca revealed that 
consumers were yearning for flavours 
from the past.

She said: “This summer we see the ice 
cream sector returning to the favourite 
flavours of yesteryear with consumers 
becoming nostalgic for the tastes that 
conjure up memories of happy times at 
home and on holiday.  

“Indicators for 2016 are already pointing 
towards an increased demand for familiar 
flavours with a modern twist.

“Nostalgia is very much the mood of 
the moment, with many consumers now 
rejecting the more unusual and gimmicky 
flavours in favour of those that remind 
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them of days gone by.  Authentic flavours 
are definitely back in fashion but quality, 
provenance and value for money are 
equally important.”

Mike added: “Ever since the Mr Whippy 
era, many Brits have had a soft spot for 
the soft scoop, however, with premium 
ice-cream sales increasing by 17% in 
recent years, luxury ice cream is now 
worth an estimated £443m. It is now, that 
quick service operators need to capitalise 
upon this ever expanding and changing 
sector to boost sales.” 

Michele was keen to highlight the growing 
popularity of frozen yogurt.

She said: “There has been a notable 
increase in purchase and consumption  
of frozen yoghurt desserts, due somewhat 
to an overall increased awareness of and 
desire for healthier eating.  

“People feel the need to eat more ‘better 
for you’ foods, and yoghurt in general 
is one of those products known to offer 
various digestive and health benefits.

“The general retail frozen yoghurt market 
is now estimated to be worth over £13m 
in the UK, having tripled in the last three 
years,  thanks to the growth in retail  
sales and overall awareness of frozen 
yoghurt and this increased consumer 
demand for healthier products.”

Guy said that businesses can stand out 
by making their ice cream themselves.  
He said: “The ability to create a range 
of tasty and fresh dessert offerings can 
make a huge difference for outlets looking 
to take full advantage of the summer 
months. Producing these offerings in-
house also allows operators to provide 
for specific dietary requirements, such as 
dairy-free offerings.

“For those operators looking to provide 
a wider range of ice cream offerings, 
providing fun and tasty summer treats can 
make an outlet stand out.”

Heather agreed. She said: “Making ice 
cream in-house gives operators the 
freedom to create new and exciting 
flavours.

“It also gives customers a real point of 
difference and can really enhance the 
perceived value of an outlet’s menu; whilst 
also justifying a higher price point.

“Creating an ice cream flavour of the week 
can be a great idea to help boost sales 
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during peak summer months and having 
the freedom to create their own new 
flavours gives outlets a real opportunity 
to get creative by offering something 
quirky and unique – how about chilli and 
chocolate or popcorn flavour perhaps?”

Scott Duncan added: “Offering a quality 
selection of homemade ice cream will  
help your establishment stand out 
from those who buy in ready-made 
alternatives.

“Outlets looking for a unique selling point 
to increase sales during the competitive 
summer months should also consider 
offering milkshakes as well as soft serve  
ice cream on their menus.

“When first introduced to menus, offering 
a special ‘shake of the day’ or week at a 
special reduced price can help to raise 
awareness of the introduction of milk 
shakes as well as help to boost sales.

“As milk shakes are often considered  
to be additional purchases by customers, 
one way outlets could overcome this is  
to offer milkshakes with other snacks 
as part of a special-priced meal deal 
comprising of a sandwich or baguette and 
milkshake.”

How important are ice 
cream and frozen desserts 
to the quick service 
restaurant /food-to-go 
market and why?
When it comes to the importance of ice 
creams and frozen desserts to the food-
to-go and quick service restaurants, our 
industry experts were quick to highlight 
how the sweet treats can tempt diners to 
spend a little bit more.  

Mike said: “According to food research 
analysts, Mintel, the UK’s ice cream, 
sorbet and frozen yogurt market has 
grown by 19% in the past five years. 
Combine this with the fact that diners 
are starting to spend more on desserts, 
the ice cream and dessert category 
represents an excellent opportunity for 
operators to drive sales this summer.” 

Christina said: “The ice cream and 
frozen dessert market offers caterers 
the opportunity to increase the average 
spend per head while also satisfying the 
customers’ craving for something sweet, 
whether that be after a delicious meal or 
to enjoy on the go. 

“As with the variety demanded across the 

rest of the menu, the key to maximising 
on the sales opportunity presented by 
desserts is to ensure customers can 
choose from a number of different 
flavours and styles, including ice cream 
and sorbet to cater for a range of tastes. 

 “When it comes to the provision of ice 
cream, the decision should be made as 
to whether a caterer is going to buy-in 
readymade ice cream or produce its own 
in house. 

“By purchasing readymade ice cream, 
operators can ensure consistency, 
while purchasing from a renowned 
manufacturer ensures only the finest 
ingredients are used, and with the 
choice of flavours and varieties available 
continuing to grow to meet demand, ice 
cream offers the perfect solution for those 
with a sweet tooth. 

“Not over filling, yet refreshing, vibrant 
and capable of satisfying the cravings of 
both adults and children alike, ice cream 
provides a cost effective treat and offers 
excellent margins for the operator.”

Michele said: “Despite the economic crisis 
of previous years, consumers’ habits did 
not change dramatically when it comes 
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to ice cream, frozen yoghurt or frozen 
desserts.  

“Whilst they may have had to cut back 
and reduce purchase frequency to save 
money, there has been a tendency in the 
desserts’ sector to increase spend by 
trading up to luxury variants instead of 
trading down. 

“This proves that consumers are also 
willing to pay more for quality products 
occasionally.

“Most frozen yoghurt products can be 
sold in a pot of various sizes, with or 
without toppings and are perfect for ‘on 
the go’ snacking.  

“Quick snack options are a necessity 
for today’s busy lifestyles and there are 
endless solutions for customers to grab a 
quick bite to fill the hunger gap.

“Frozen yogurt products in particular 
have universal appeal when marketed 
correctly.  Kids love all the excitement of 
choosing from different toppings, adults 
and the elderly love traditional flavours.  
Whilst women are often known to be more 
‘conscious of what they are eating’, being 
able to offer frozen yogurt already gives 
them a healthy base product to add their 
favourite topping to.”

What products can 
businesses add to their 
menu to make sure they 
are keeping up with 
consumer trends?
Rob said: “The best way for operators 
to keep up with consumer trends is to 
produce ice creams and sorbets on 
site. Ice cream and sorbet machines are 
becoming increasingly popular and are 
easy to use. 

“Creating specialist ice creams or sorbets 
on site can offer a point of difference 
to QSR and food-to-go venues and 
enable operators to adapt flavours to suit 
customer demand and to create signature 
flavours or dishes.”

Having previously highlighted the growing 
demand for flavours from yesteryear, 
Rebecca added that Suncream had 
launched three new luxury Italian-style 
Gelato Gold ice creams - lemon curd 
meringue, bubblegum & marshmallow 
and clotted cream - which are all made 
in a nut-free environment using a recipe 
which is suitable for vegetarians and 
those seeking a gluten-free product.
She said: “We expect these new ice 
creams to be particularly popular this 
summer as they are bang on trend in 
terms of flavour.  

“If you invest time in developing your 
ice cream menu, there are some great 
opportunities out there to build sales.  

“Make sure that it appeals to consumer 
tastes and lifestyles but also that it is 
realistically achievable within budget 
constraints.
“Great quality at an attractive price is a 
key driver within the sector but equally, 
don’t be afraid to push the boundaries 
by introducing new or unusual flavours.  
Stock as many flavours as is economically 
viable but consider the practicalities - 
the greater your range, the more freezer 
space you’ll need.”

Like Suncream, New Forest Ice Cream 
also offers specific flavours that are more 
popular with different generations.

Christina said: “While our scooped ice 
cream range is universally liked, there are 
specific flavours that are more popular 
with different generations.  For example, 
the Bubblegum flavour or our Strawberry 
Spilt or Orange Lolly is a massive hit with 
our younger audience, whilst our more 
mature customers are more likely to go 
for something like Liquorice or Peach 
Bellini. Sorbets are again targeted at 
adults with flavours such as Sambuca and 
Champagne.”
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However, Mike suggests that ice creams 
with a mix of old and new flavours are 
growing in popularity.

He said: “Recently, we discovered that 
when it comes to making serious profit 
margins in the ice cream industry, it is all 
about creating unusual and imaginative 
flavours - a ‘dessert with a difference’. 

“One key trend that has emerged from our 
research is a fusion of old and new – ice 
cream with an alcoholic or ‘faux-alcoholic’ 
twist.  In northern outlets, ‘stout’ in 
particular is finding increasing popularity, 
while southern consumers enjoy a fruitier 
‘Rum and Raisin’ and ‘Amaretti Amaretto’. 
It is extremely important to understand 
your consumers and cater for their 
various taste choices.  Be imaginative and 
creative in your menus with the marriage 
of flavours and create real serving appeal. 

“However, that’s not to say traditional 
flavours aren’t still an important staple for 
operators – a great vanilla ice cream can 
be excellent! What really counts and aids 
the bottom line is the overall quality of the 
product.”

Michele, highlighted the need for quick 
service restaurants to consider both 
luxury and health when choosing the 
products on their menus.

She said: “The desserts category can 
be polarised by those seeking pure 
indulgence and luxury versus those 
looking for a healthy or guilt-free treat.

“Frozen yoghurt desserts can satisfy 
both ends of the scale by being the base 
product that can be customised by the 
consumer to suit their need-state.  

“Fresh fruit and granolas, for example, 
offer a more satisfying healthier angle 
but chocolate, confectionery and other 
funky toppings are also perfect for those 
seeking to satisfy their cravings for all 
things sweet.   

“Frozen yoghurt is also a great base for 
milkshakes, smoothies and other frozen 
drinks which are becoming more and 
more popular especially in the food-to-go 
sector.

“The trend towards ‘free from’ can also 
be addressed with frozen yoghurt being a 
gluten-free option.  

“Over the past years, there has been a 
rise in products such as dairy-free ice 
cream and frozen yoghurts. The former 
targets consumers who are lactose-

intolerant or follow diets that restrict dairy 
intake.”

What products are 
available to ensure ice 
cream and frozen desserts 
are presented at their best 
and how do you choose 
what’s right for your 
business?
When it comes to presentation, choosing 
the crockery with care was the advice 
from our experts. 

Michele said: “This is probably the one 
sector where you can really have some 
fun with merchandising and presentation.  
Traditional crockery and glassware for ice 
cream/frozen yoghurt desserts can range 
in size and shape and even colour, making 
a lasting impression on consumers.  In 
some outlets, the presentation of items 
can really create visual appeal and attract 
impulse purchase.  

“Some outlets that sell our Coolberry Café 
frozen yoghurt have chosen to brand their 
soft serve machines and site them in a 
self-serve area.  The colourful machine, is 
in itself an attraction for purchase.”

Rebecca added: “Plate appeal is key to 
satisfying the temptation factor so you 

need to take care with the presentation of 
ice cream and frozen desserts. 

“Choose your crockery with care and 
make sure it complements the colour 
of the ice cream and size of the portion.  
Present it on a beautiful plate instead 
of in bowls or high-sided dishes which 
can squash the ice cream scoops, and 
decorate it tastefully with top quality 
ingredients.  

“You could also try serving a tasting 
platter of different flavoured ice creams 
in shot glasses - mini portions will 
encourage your customers to treat 
themselves without over-indulging!  

“Attractive presentation is also vital if you 
are to encourage spontaneous ‘to go’ 
sales of scooping ice cream.  Make sure 
your freezer cabinets are kept spotlessly 
clean and well stocked at all times as the 
ice cream needs to be kept in optimum 
conditions and displayed attractively 
if you are to capture those impulse 
purchases.”

Mike agreed: “It would be a crime to let 
super-premium ice cream that tastes 
this good be served in any old glass 
or traditional bowl.  Opting for cocktail 
glasses for example, with a long stem, 
which allows the temperature of the ice 
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cream to remain unaffected whilst the 
drink is being held and also gives off a 
stylish aura. Additional items such as 
fresh fruit, peel, chocolate or sparklers top 
off the impressive appearance.”

Rebecca was also keen to point out that 
storing ice cream correctly was important 
as temperature abuse can affect the 
quality of the product.

To keep ice cream in optimum condition 
she advised these five easy steps:
•Only take the product out of the freezer 
just before it needs to be served – 
keeping your freezer at -18 C should 
enable the product to be scooped straight 
from the freezer.

•Keep the lid on if you are leaving it 
outside the freezer for any length of time 
– not only does it help with retaining the 
temperature but it keeps foreign bodies 
out.

•Return the ice cream to freezer as quickly 
as possible as air comes out of it when 
it begins to defrost, making the product 
both icy and hard to scoop when it needs 
to be used the next time

•Always keep ice cream below the fill level 
of the freezer – this is often missed and 
absolutely key – if not the temperature 
abuse happens slowly over time affecting 
the mouth feel and appearance.

•In a scooping freezer ensure the lids are 
put back on the tubs overnight - It is a 
milk based product.

She added: “You also need to be clear 
on food intolerances and allergens – 
our ice creams are made in a nut-free 
environment and the majority are gluten-
free, egg-free and suitable for vegetarians 
– and talk to your supplier about the type 
of point of sale material that’s available, 
as that will help communicate what’s 
available in your establishment.”

What does the future hold 
in regard to ice cream 
and frozen dessert flavour 
trends?
Michele said: “The sector has been 
growing consistently, with growth coming 
from the premium sector of the market, 
and it is anticipated that double-digit 
growth will continue over the coming 
years.   Any fall in purchase frequency 
would likely be offset by the demand for 
premium and luxury products.

“There is always plenty of innovation 
in the ice cream and frozen desserts 
market, which generates a great deal of 
excitement into the category and grabs 
the attention of experimental ‘foodie’ 
consumers who are keen to try new 
things. 

“Sweet and salty flavours (as seen in the 
bakery market), sharp, bold flavours and 
even savoury flavours are all likely attract 
interest in the future.”

Rebecca said: “We’re currently 
developing a cookies & cream flavour. 
Our research shows that this flavour 

combination is a consumer favourite. Fruit 
based flavours are also always popular.”

Christina added: “Ice cream is one 
purchase that customers are happy to 
spend that little bit extra on if they are 
aware that they are eating something that 
offers a wonderful flavour and quality from 
a reputable brand. 

“This is something that is more than 
evident following the recent recession 
when the sales of ice cream continued to 
increase despite the economic situation 
faced by the nation.

“In the summer months, the areas that do 
sell a large amount of ice cream tend to 
be places that may attract visitors such as 
tourist attractions and locations for days 
out. 

“For example seaside resorts, parks, 
and attractions such as zoo’s, farms 
and theme parks, however many other 
quick service restaurants and grab-
an-go businesses can still benefit from 
significant sales year round, a trend which 
we expect will only continue to grow.”

So, whatever the weather, and the 
economic climate, it seems consumers 
will always be sweet on ending their meal 
with an ice cream or frozen dessert.

And while the trio of vanilla, chocolate and 
strawberry retain their popularity, it seems 
there is a growing demand for luxury and 
nostalgic flavours.



PROMOTIONAL 
SIGNAGE

The food-to-go and quick service restaurant industry is 
hugely competitive. To stand out from the opposition, 

businesses need to consider how they promote 
themselves and their external appearance. Get this 

right and you could be on to a winner. 



Promotional Signage

How to attract customers is one of the 
most, if not the most, important factors 
food-to-go and quick service restaurants 
have to consider.

It is vital to ensure your external and 
internal  appearance is attractive. 

However, getting your promotional 
signage right, could be the difference 
between getting diners through your 
doors and watching them walk on by.

In this feature, we find out how food-to-
go and quick service restaurants can 
get ahead of the game when it comes to 
enticing customers.

Featuring:
Chloe Brigden, Marketing Executive, 
Signwaves; Stuart Buchanan, Operations 
Director, Zapper; Adrian Kingsland, 
Business Development Director, Tullford 
Point of Sale and Beccy Eve, Group 
Marketing Manager, Proxama.

Why is promotional signage 
important to food-to-go/
quick service restaurants?  
In business it’s always important to stand 

out from your rivals and that is no different 
in the food industry.

Adrian Kingsland said: “Food-to-go is 
very often an impulse purchase decision – 
any promotional or point of sale signage, 
needs to be instantly appetising, exciting 
and designed primarily to build awareness 
and to drive quick decision making or 
promote greater foot fall in-store.” 

Chloe Brigden added: “Competition is 
tough in the food and drink industry and 
it is difficult for chains to stand out from 
surrounding trade. 

“Many are upping their game, focusing 
heavily on improving their instore services 
and presence.  However, stores should be 
placing as much efforts into their external 
appearance as they do internal. 

“Customers are swayed by a number 
of influences that are established from 
the first glance of a store. This includes; 
menu, atmosphere, price and persona. 
All of which can be communicated 
effortlessly by simple yet strategic 
promotional signage and displays.

“Integrating a brand’s colours, logo and 

character into its promotional display 
gives customers a quick overview of the 
service offered and whether it meets their 
needs.  It also serves well as an effortless 
communication tool for customers not 
willing to enter a store and speak to staff 
members. 

“Promotional signage is also perfect 
for influencing sporadic purchasing; 
for instance, did you know that 40% of 
consumer spending involves an impulse 
sale? With 14% of that being on food 
and drink items. Using point of sale to 
promote new menus and offers is a 
great way to interact with these types of 
shoppers.” 

And more food-to-go and quick service 
restaurants are taking advantages of 
digital technology, but what are the 
advantages of this type of signage?

Stuart Buchanan said: “It’s a great way to 
quickly and simply advertise to customers 
about new products.”

How can a business ensure 
its signage stands out from 
its rivals?
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According to Stuart, if you can get your 
message into people’s heads, your signs 
are doing their job.

He said: “Signage has to be meaningful, 
personalised, colourful, simple and stay at 
the front of people’s minds.”

Adrian added: “Creating engaging 
and eye-catching standout signage is 
challenging, especially given all the visual 
noise on our high streets and in-store – 
powerful graphics help, along with the use 
of simple messages/offers. 

“Combined build quality on items such 
as illuminated menu boxes, A boards, 
pavement signs, café banner systems, all 
help to subconsciously build consumer 
trust and desire, ensuring your offers are 
seen, easily understood and stay looking 
fresh and relevant for as long as possible.”

Chloe was also keen to highlight the 
importance of the message you are trying 
to get across, as well as the positioning of 
your signage. 

She said: “Your promotion is only as 
exciting as the energy you invest into 
it. Choosing a selection of signage to 
advertise your brand, but not really 
focussing on the message, tone and 
objective of each is often the first mistake 
to make in offline marketing.

“Where and when you advertise is key to 
attaining the exposure you are searching 
for.  Your sign must be in a place where it 
can gain obvious recognition, interaction 
and ultimate footfall. 

“If you are using outdoor displays, keep in 
mind that they will be a 24/7 promotional 
channel for your brand, so where and 
how it will be viewed should be your first 
priority. 

“The location of your indoor displays and 
signs are also vital. They must be within 
eye level to reach optimal attention, whilst 
fitting in with your stores theme. 

“You must consider any obstructions that 
are effecting the overall objective of your 
promotion and always make staff aware of 
internal and external promotions.

Chloe also advised that businesses 
should keep an eye on the opposition in 
order to maintain an advantage.

She said: “Keeping ahead of competition 
can be the smartest move you make.  
What colour scheme are they using 
for their current promotion? What 
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message are they delivering? How do 
you differentiate from them? And how 
can your point of sale explain that? Pay 
attention to how competition is marketing 
their message, especially on their POS 
displays.”

What are the latest signage 
trends and how can 
businesses incorporate these 
products?
The use of digital signage is becoming 
more widespread and Stuart believes 
food-to-go and quick service restaurants 
can capitalise on the opportunities new 
technology brings. 

With Zapper leading the way in this 
department, he said: “One of the latest 
trends is electronic point of sale tablets 
– tablets that display moving adverts for 
deals, offers, menu updates whilst items 
are going through the till. The tablets can 
then display QR codes when payments 
are being processed.”

However, with the summer in full swing, 
Chloe advised that businesses should 
consider how best to catch the eye of 
people looking to eat al fresco.

She said: “For cafés and restaurants that 
have outdoor seating areas, promotional 
signage is crucial, especially throughout 
the summer season. 

“Key players are projecting signs and 
flags and café barriers. 

“Due to their light-weight banner material, 
and free movement with the wind – flags 
are able to create maximum impact at 
minimum cost. 

“Their ability to add height to your 
promotion also means that they draw 
automatic attention from oncoming 
footfall whilst dominating the 
surroundings.

“The food and drink industry tend to 
opt for large feather banners due to 
their impact. However, flange signs are 
also becoming increasingly popular as 
they provide longstanding ownership of 
buildings all year round. 

“Flange signs offer endless possibilities 
through different shapes and sizes. The 
flag itself is crafted from 2mm aircraft 
grade aluminium panels, complete with 
a white gloss powder coat finish – ideal 
for vinyl application. It’s longstanding 
order history with food-to-go brands such 
as Just Eat and Pukka Pies have made 
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them significant players in their product 
category. 

“Café barriers also provide ownership 
and exclusivity to your outdoor area. By 
including a barrier between your store and 
surrounding high street gives shoppers 
a perceived break from the hustle and 
bustle of their current activities. 

“Used largely by bars, pubs, cafes and 
restaurants, café banners are also perfect 
for extending your internal branding onto 
oncoming traffic. 

“It is common to see the food and drink 
industry incorporate simple branding  
onto their café barriers, however, 
choosing an efficient print supplier allows 
you to incorporate almost any printing 
capability to your banner.”

Adrian noted the rise in novelty-shaped 
signs. He said: “One of the latest trends 
is the use of large eye-catching POS, 
Costa Coffee and Lavazza coffee cups 
on garage forecourts, as well as giant 
Magnums and Twister lollies. These types 
of items are eye-catching; engaging; 
exciting and instantly recognisable ‘calls 
to action’. 

“However, they are possibly not for every 

location, as they often require space, 
so they are excellent for ‘food to go’ 
locations like garage forecourts. 

“Bow flags and giant flying banners 
are also good and are less expensive 
alternatives.”

 What considerations should 
be made before choosing 
what signage would work 
best for your business?
Stuart said: “You should consider the 
layout of your shop, your customers and 
the message that you want to get across.”

Chloe added: “There are many factors to 
consider before choosing what signage 
works best for your business. 

“First and foremost, brands must define 
their overall objectives; whether they are 
trying to drive footfall to store, increase 
sales or enhance brand presence – 
brands must consider what displays will 
best communicate their core message. 

“A thorough understanding of your target 
audience is key, promotional signage 
must capture the attention of both existing 
and potential customers while providing 
significant messages to entice in store. 

“The size of your display is governed on 
a number of factors. First, how big is the 
message you are trying to communicate 
across? A note of caution, if you are 
looking to include a too much copy 
and graphics into your poster or print 
promotion, then you must consider how it 
will look on the display you have in mind. 

“The size of your display is also 
dependent on the space you have in and 
outside of your store. Your display should  
stand out to oncoming footfall without 
obstructing walkways or entrances to 
yours and surrounding stores.  

“Having exact measurements of floor 
space (both internal and external) will 
allow you to narrow down on the unit 
and, possibly, artwork chosen for your 
promotional signage.

“Are there any rules and regulations within 
your community that prevents you from 
exhibiting point of sale on your premises?  
You can search online or contact your 
local council to find out whether there 
are any height or unit restrictions that will 
prevent you from displaying particular 
signs and displays. 

“Cost and quality is another consideration 
to keep in mind. 
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“If you are expecting your display to last, 
then you must reflect on your supplier’s 
quality of materials. 

“This point is vital for regions that expect 
a lot of rainfall and rough weather 
conditions, as well as stores that are 
planning on leaving their display out-of-
store 24/7.  

“Key aspects to look out for are: the 
material of your poster cover sheet 
(PVC and UV protected covers prevents 
unsightly discolouring and marks), the 
stability of the display (make sure your 
unit has been wind-tunnel tested & is an 
appropriate weight) and lastly the quality 
of your frame (powder coated aluminium 
prevents rust and dent marks and serve a 
long external life).”

Adrian also raised the importance of 

ensuring you have permission to display 
your signage.

He said: “For external signage, you 
need to consider local planning 
rules and regulations - read Outdoor 
Advertisements and Signs: A Guide 
for Advertisers by the department for 
Communities and Local Government. 

“Is the building yours? If not you may 
need to get the landlord’s permission to 
install or fit new signage.

“You must also think safety first. Is the 
signage fit for purpose? You must think 
about things like stability, whether a 
sign is a trip hazard (go for freestanding 
signage with a minimal footprint and a low 
centre of gravity), avoid finger trapping 
hinges and sharp corners. 
“Prevailing weather can be another 

consideration especially in windy 
locations. 

“Internal signage should be well, lit, 
informative, engaging and well designed, 
positioned and angled at the correct, 
height and distance to be easily read. A 
picture paints a thousand words – keep it 
simple, less is more.”

What future developments can we 
expect in the promotional signage 
market?

With the continuing advances in 
technology, promoting your business 
using mobile technology is becoming 
easier than ever and Stuart believe 
food-to-go and quick service restaurants 
will be able to take advantage of this to 
make their promotional messages more 
personalised. 
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He said: “Zapper has been developing 
technology which uses Bluetooth to send 
messages from venues to users with a 
60m radius. It’s a great way of pushing 
alerts to people’s phones about daily 
deals, offers and events.”
And Adrian believes that promotional 
signage of the future could even take 
inspiration from the movies.

He said: “In the movie ‘Minority Report’ 
set in 2054, shops use iris recognition 
technology to identify and personalise 
greeting messages to their regular 
customers. This is a futuristic way of 
recalling personal details to better target 
offers in-store, in other words targeting 
personalised marketing.”

Could we see this type of 
promotional signage in the 
future?
Quite possibly, as technology is 
advancing at an amazing rate with the 
growing use of near field communication 
systems, as Beccy Eve explained: “At 
Proxama we have had great success with 
Beacon technology across a range of 
locations including buses, retail stores, 
museums, stadiums and shopping malls. 

“The potential of context sensitive 
mobile engagement is clearly huge and 
our partners in the Out of Home (OOH) 
industry recognise this, enabling us to 
offer digital engagement on a bus, at the 
airport, in a taxi - all alongside traditional 
OOH advertising. 

“This is perfect for brands wishing to 
deliver relevant, highly engaging content 
straight to consumer’s mobiles as 
they enter proximity hot spots, engage 
app users by adding contextualised 
engagement messaging and target 
consumers when in periods of high dwell 
time and in a mind-set to engage with 
their brand.”

So, the future looks bright for both 
traditional promotional signage and digital 
signage.

However, whichever type of promotional 
signage you choose for your business, 
possibly the most important factor you 
must consider is your message.

You must consider your desired audience 
carefully and ensure the message on 
your signs captures the attention of both 
existing and potential customers.

Promotional Signage
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The brain-child of Scott and Ally 
Svenson, MOD was an experiment 
motivated by the desire to create 
something really special.
 
Priding itself on providing a special 
experience for diners and employees 
alike, the MOD concept enables 
customers to build their own individual 
artisan pizza or salad using fresh-
pressed dough, signature sauces and a 
choice of 34 toppings.

The pizzas are cooked in gas-fired 
ovens in four minutes, while salads are 
created in front of customers.

With one site already opened in Leeds 
and another due to open in Brighton 
next month, the business has high 
hopes for the future in the UK, with three 
sites planned by the end of the year and 
even more in the pipeline in 2017.

We spoke to John Nelson, the CEO of 
MOD Pizza UK, to get the lowdown of 
the business and find out about the 
latest trends in the pizza market, as well 
what the rest of 2016 has in store for 
MOD in this country. 

What is the ethos of the 
company?

“To be unashamedly for profit, whilst 
being a positive force for good in the 
community.”

How strong do you feel 
the food-to-go market is 
at the moment?

“It’s important for customers to have 
choice and MOD is extraordinarily well 
placed to give customers that choice.”

When did you open the 
first store?

“The first MOD restaurant opened in 
Leeds, in June this year.” 

Who designed the store/
how long did it take to 
open?

“The store was designed through 
a fantastic collaboration between 
our design team in Seattle and local 
architects Caulder Moore in the UK.”

Why did you decide to go 
with this style of shop fit? 

“We wanted to create an environment 
which was fun, inclusive and unique to 
cardigan fields.  

“We have a series of consistent design 
features in the US that we have brought 
to the UK and the feedback has been 
brilliant from our customers.”

What are the latest trends 
in the market?

“We are seeing a huge push for 
vegetarian and vegan options, online 
ordering is continuing to grow as busy 
customers try to skip the queue and 
last but not least, customisation is 
key. It’s been a huge hit with our Leeds 
customer base. As we expand the brand 
across the UK this will become a unique 
selling point for MOD.”

How many staff work for 
the business?

“We currently employ 50 members of 
staff. With every new restaurant that we 

mod PIzza
Founded in the US, in 2008, MOD Pizza has finally crossed the pond.
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open, we will add a minimum of 35 new 
roles.” 

What has the public 
response been like to your 
business? 

“We have been overwhelmed with how 
our Leeds customers have responded 
to our service style, fabulous food and 
amazing price point.”

How many customers can 
you accommodate?

“We can accommodate 140 covers 
including our outside terrace.”

How would you describe 
your menu? 

“You can MODify our menu or choose 
from our nine classic pizzas or salads.”

What is the most popular 
item on the menu?

“Our most popular item is the Mad 
Dog Pizza (mozzarella, pepperoni, mild 
sausage, ground beef and mod red 
sauce).”

What is your busiest time 
of the day?

“Dinner service.”

What sets you aside from 
other similar businesses 
in your area?

“Everything!”

What are your plans 
moving forward?

“We are opening in Brighton in August 
and have plans to open three more 
MODs before Christmas.”

MOD Pizza is based on Cardigan Fields 
Leisure Park, Kirkstall Road, Leeds. 

Visit modpizza.co.uk  
for more details, or search 

MODPizzaUK on Facebook, 
modpizzauk on Instagram, or follow 

MODPizzaUK on Twitter.
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Smashburger is a relative newcomer to 
the burger scene. Opened as recently as 
2007 in the US, the chain has a vision 
to “connect with America’s passion for 
its favourite food on a local level and in 
a space where ‘Smashed Fresh, Served 
Delicious’ means dedication to crafting 
the best-tasting burger around.

Sound like marketing speak? You bet it 
is. I’m here to tell you the true story of 
Smashburger and their journey to the UK 
market.

The ‘new kid on the block’ opened at The 
Kingston Centre, in Milton Keynes. To 
attract diners to the new restaurant, they 
gave out one hundred burgers each day 
over five days to celebrate their opening 
in the UK. The purveyors of ‘burger better’ 
have since announced plans for additional 
sites in Brighton, Newcastle, Glasgow, 
Bath and Wednesbury, with at least 35 
locations planned for the rest of the UK in 
the next few years.

What makes them different to 
other burger joints?

Well the secret is in the ‘smash’ – a 
unique method of cooking, whereby 100 
per cent British beef is hand-formed into 

a meatball and is smashed onto a hot 
buttered grill, searing in all the juices and 
flavour.

Add to that, a unique blend of seasoning 
and a varied menu including a create-
your-own platform, Smashburger could be 
making waves in the UK market with their 
expansion plans.

When I visited their Milton Keynes store 
I managed to ask a couple of questions 
to one of the partners in the venture 
regarding the launch in the UK. Basically, 
another partner in the company, had 
frequented a Smashburger in Denver 
while visiting family and persuaded the 
others to fly over and try it saying “you’ve 
got to try the burger joint where they 
smash the burger patty.” 

They did, were impressed and here we 
are…

They also wanted to open somewhere 
familiar and Milton Keynes fitted the bill. 
London was an obvious choice, but when 
the site came available in The Kingston 
Centre there was only ever one option for 
their first UK site.

Inside the restaurant, it looks heavily 

American-influenced with a reliance on 
the brand’s primary colours of red, black 
and white. Two Coca-Cola Freestyle 
machines are placed near the counter 
offering customers the opportunity to 
create their own drink creations from an 
amazing number of combinations.

Service here is ultra-quick. And I mean 
ultra-quick. I was actually surprised how 
quickly our four burgers were brought to 
our table (you order at the counter, take 
your placard with you and food is brought 
to you).

The staff impressed me too. Very friendly, 
very attentive, but most importantly to 
both Smashburger and the customer, a 
real willingness and desire to be working 
there - instead of it being ‘just another 
job’.

This is all very well but how was the food?
I thoroughly enjoyed it. I got to sample 
the signature burger - the Classic Smash 
Cheeseburger, alongside the Truffle 
Mushroom Swiss and the UK exclusive, 
Stilton Stack.

The beef patties come in two size options 
– regular (4.5oz) and large (6.4oz) and 

Burger Lad recently made a 150-mile round trip to visit the very first Smashburger in 
the UK. Here, he gives us an insight into the latest American fast casual restaurant 
aiming to take a bite out of the £2.8 billion UK burger market.

SMASHBURGER
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large (6.4oz) and alongside the other 
patty options gives the diner the ability to 
create their own from an exhaustive list of 
toppings, sauces, cheeses and premium 
add-ons. Similar to the concept at Five 
Guys, and a move away from the more 
rigid menus at established high street 
brands.

And that’s where Smashburger positions 
itself in a niche in the market. They’re very 
much offering good quality food at a price 
and service level which is competing with 
those chains. In my opinion, this latest 
US-import looking to expand in the UK 
are bridging the gap between the likes of 
McDonald’s and more expensive offerings 
such as Byron Hamburgers.

The taste of the burgers really impressed 
me actually with the misshapen, knobbly 
beef burger seasoned to perfection, 
alongside a delectable offering of toppings 
and premium artisan buns. All served 
in a speed we would normally attribute 
to conventional fast food. And this was 
without the inevitable post ‘fast food 
fatigue’ – a testament to the quality of 
ingredients used by Smashburger.

As a destination its family friendly, but if 
you’re a group of friends or couple looking 
for a quick and decent burger then it’s 
certainly an accommodating place.

Time will tell if Smashburger will make a 
big impact in the UK burger market, but 
based on what I encountered in Milton 
Keynes they are certainly a brand to keep 
an eye out for.

Personally, I’m looking forward to seeing 
more destinations open – hopefully just a 
little closer to where we are based!

About Burger Lad®

Burger Lad heads up the team at the hugely 
popular burger review website, 
www.burgerlad.com. Founded in late 2012 
as a one man operation, the blog has 
achieved huge growth in its relatively short 
time. Once seen as an underground source 
of burger news and reviews, Burger Lad has 
become arguably the industry-recognised 
number one burger review site in the UK. 
Often invited by fast food brands to try 
promotions before public release, Burger 
Lad prides itself on breaking the latest High 
Street burger news and reviews. Follow him 
here: @Burger_Lad

burger lad
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Auto Enrolment Explained
The state pension was first introduced in May 1908 by the then recently-appointed Prime 
Minister, H. H. Asquith. The Old Age Pensions Act received royal assent in August of that year 
and the first payments were made to pensioners in January of the following year.

At that time eligible people over the age of 
70 were entitled to a maximum payment 
of five shillings per week – in today’s 
terms this is equivalent to £20.

Comparing the first 100 years of the 
state pension it’s clear to see why the 
government’s pension budget is now 
under strain. In 1908, there were 500,000 
pensioners – in 2008 there were 12 
million. The £20 per week payment 
had increased to £90, and the ratio for 
surviving to age 100 had increased from 
1:200 to 1:4. The government decided 
to push an initiative for us to save for our 
own retirement to compliment the state 
provision.

In 2008, a revised Pensions Act was 
made for all eligible employees to be 
automatically enrolled into their company 
pension. The membership of this scheme 
runs between October 2012 and February 
2018 by which time every organisation 
of any size will need to offer a workplace 
pension to their workers.

Employees – will you be 
automatically enrolled?
As a worker you will fall into one of three 
categories, one of which automatically 
places you in your workplace pension. 
This most common category covers all 
UK workers aged between 22 and state 
pension age who earn over £10,000 per 
year.

If this means you – contributions to your 
pension will begin at the next pay day 
after the company’s ‘staging date’ (or 
after a maximum 3-month postponement 
period if this has been utilised by your 
employer). Although you have a right to 
opt-out, this can only be done once you 
have been assessed for eligibility, i.e. after 
staging date.

Pension contributions are based on 
a qualifying band of income (£5,824 - 
£43,000 for this tax year). Initially you will 
pay 1% including tax relief, rising to 5% 

in April 2019. Your employer will pay 1% 
of your qualifying earnings, rising to 3% in 
April 2019. These are minimum amounts 
and you are normally able to increase your 
contributions if you wish, however your 
employer is not obliged to follow suit.

Employers – is your 
company ready for auto-
enrolment?
Choosing a pension scheme for auto-
enrolment is a complicated and time 
consuming process. There are a number 
of steps your company will need to go 
through; starting with finding out your 
company’s staging date, assessing your 
workforce, keeping them up-to-date 
with the pension changes, and informing 
the Pensions Regulator that you have 
met your obligations. Once the pension 
scheme is up and running you then need 
to make contributions and manage opt-
outs and new joiners.

Furthermore, there are a number of other 
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Need more help?

This feature aims to give some informal hints and tips.  Our tax department and McPhersons Financial 
Solutions are offering businesses free advice so get in touch now to arrange your meeting.  
 
Simply email Peter Watters  
p.watters@mcphersons.co.uk   
or call our Head Office on 01424 730000 for a free consultation at McPhersons’ London, 

issues that you will need to consider to 
practically implement the regulations: 

•Which product solution will best suit your      
   company’s needs?

• What will you choose as your default  
   investment and contribution level?

•How the costs and admin burden affect  
   your business? 

•How will you retain and maintain your  
   records?

•How will you notify your eligible  
  jobholders? 
 
Can McPhersons help?

The Pensions Regulator has stated 
that 7/10 employers are seeking advice 
on meeting their Auto-Enrolment 
obligations. If you require assistance, Aron 
Gunningham is our pension specialist and 
an independent financial adviser. Aron will 
be happy to help answer your questions 
and guide you through your duties.

The Pension Regulator has issued 
financial penalties for company’s who do 
not comply by their staging date, or for 
errors in the scheme once it has been 
setup. Coupled with the admin involved in 
meeting your duties, it would be prudent 
to speak to a financial professional.
 

Although we can be excused for thinking 
that our National Insurance contributions 

should be paying for our retirement, 
inevitably the state provision will not be 
sufficient. Under the newly formed ‘single-
tier’ state pension, retirees in 2016/17 are 
entitled to a full pension of £155.65 per 
week. Rarely is this seen as enough to live 
on. Like it or not, we must find alternative 
ways to supplement our retirement 
income. Auto Enrolment, although not a 
perfect solution, is the Governments way 
of forcing us to think more carefully about 
funding our retirement.

Just call 01424 730000 or email  
info@mcphersons.co.uk to arrange your 
free meeting.



Criminal profits from food crime can 
be huge.  
 
Although British food is generally 
considered safe and what it says 
it is, the food industry, worth up to 
£200billion annually, presents many 
opportunities to criminals.  
 
From random acts of dishonesty by 
individuals to more organised frauds 
by serious criminals who set out to 
cheat or expose consumers to harm, 
we are constantly on the lookout for 
serious criminal threats to the safety 
or authenticity of UK food and drink.

What does food crime look 
like?

From fake vodka containing 
dangerous methanol, offal for 

pet food being used in catering, 
contaminated shellfish being sold  
as safe, food businesses dishonestly 
replacing pricier ingredients with 
cheaper ones, false ‘organic’ claims 
on produce, virgin olive oil which is 
neither virgin nor made from olives, 
adulterated basmati rice to life 
threatening diet pills being  
sold online, the list is varied and  
long.

And dishonesty in the food supply 
chain matters because:

• little is known about long- 
   term harm from adulterants and  
   inauthentic food

• it places unfair competitive  
   pressures on legitimate food  
   businesses\ 

• it distorts the industry and spoils  
   the reputation of honest food  
   businesses.   

Ultimately, food crime deprives us all 
of food we can trust, which is a basic 
human right. 

Do you know anything that 
can help us?

At the National Food Crime Unit we 
tackle the threat to consumers and 
businesses from food crime. But we 
cannot do it alone. 

That’s why we’ve recently launched 
our Food Crime Confidential portal, 
which allows food businesses like 
you and members of the public, to 
report any suspicions of criminal 
wrongdoing within the food industry. 

Food Standards agency

Dishonesty within food production and sale costs UK businesses and consumers  
in many ways. As a food business or someone working in or around the industry,  
it’s important that you speak out against food crime when you see it.

Speak out against  
food crime
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Food Standards agency

The facility is open to anyone who 
has information about food which 
is being dishonestly produced, 
manufactured or sold, and we 
particularly want to hear those 
who work in or around the UK food 
industry.  

Getting the right information, to 
the right people, at the right time, 
can make a very real difference in 
protecting consumers, and you have 
a part to play in that.  

We also recognise that picking up 
the phone to pass on suspicions 
about an employer or an associate 
can be a big deal. That’s why we’ll 
ensure that the information provided 
will be handled sensitively and 
professionally. 

Andy Morling joined the Food Standards Agency with the 
task of building and leading the Agency’s National Food 
Crime Unit (NFCU).   His career in law enforcement spans 
more than 25 years and encompasses operational and 
senior leadership roles tackling most forms of serious and 
organised crime. 

Talk to us

So please get in touch if you know of any circumstances: 

• when you have seen things at your workplace where methods for processing  
  or transporting food do not seem quite right

• where a food or drink says it is of a certain quality or from a specific place or  
  region, but it doesn’t appear to be
 
• where you suspect that the food or drink you are buying contains things   
  which it shouldn’t. 
 
Call Food Crime Confidential on: 0207 276 8787  
or email: foodcrime@foodstandards.gsi.gov.uk
Find out more: www.food.gov.uk/foodcrime 
 



 

 

legal

Under 14s

No child under the age of 14 years old should be employed, 
whether paid or not. Some local authorities do relax this rule to 
allow 13 year olds to take certain jobs (with a newspaper round 
perhaps being the most common exception) so you could check 
with your local authority to see whether there are any exceptions 
that might assist you if you want to recruit someone younger. 

14 years old to school leaver

If a child is 14 or older, you can employ them. However, until 
such time as they exceed compulsory school age, there are 
many rules in place about their work duties and conditions. 
Compulsory schooling ends on the last Friday in June of the 
school year in which the child has their 16th birthday. 

What work can a child do?

A child should only be employed to undertake light work. 
Whether work is sufficiently “light”, should be considered having 
regard to the tasks involved and the conditions in which it is 
performed. It must not be work that is likely to be harmful to 
the child’s safety, health, development, attendance at school or 
participation in work experience.

A child must not be employed in street trading or street markets, 
although again some local authorities relax this rule. 

Working time 

There are strict rules on the hours of work that a child can do. 
In general, no child should be employed: 

- before the close of school hours on any school day;
- before 7am or after 7pm on any day; 
- for more than 2 hours on any school day; 
- for more than 12 hours in any week in which they are  
   required to attend school; 
- for more than 2 hours on any Sunday; 
- for more than 8 hours (or 5 hours if under age 15) on any  
  day  
  (other than Sunday) on which they are not required to  
  attend school; 
- for more than 35 hours (or 25 hours if under age 15) in  
  any week in which they are not required to attend school; or
- for more than 4 hours in any day without a rest break of  
  at least 1 hour.

In addition, children must be given at least two consecutive 
weeks break from employment in each year (although this 
does not need to be a paid break). 
 
Health and safety 
 
A health and safety risk assessment should be carried out 
prior to the child commencing employment. This should 
assess the risks and suitability of the proposed work, having 

EMPLOYING  
CHILDREN
The school holidays will soon be upon us so you may be thinking of recruiting some 
school children to help you during the peak summer months. If that is the case, 
remember that children enjoy additional employment protections. 
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regard to the child’s immaturity and lack of experience. The 
outcome of the risk assessment should be disclosed to the 
child’s parents. 

A child should not carry out work which is beyond their physical 
or psychological capacity or which is conducted in conditions of 
extreme cold or heat, noise or vibration. 

Work permit

Employers will usually need to obtain a permit from their local 
authority prior to employing a child. Each local authority has 
the power to impose its own rules (known as bye-laws) which 
must be followed so you should check with them about the 
requirements of any application process. As well as providing 
information about the details of the job, it is likely that a 
statement will be needed from the child’s parents to confirm that 
they agree to the employment of their child and that the child is 
fit to do the work. 

Minimum wage

Unlike those who are 16 years old or over, there are no rules 
governing the amount of pay that must be paid to children. 
 
Breaching the rules

If an employer flouts the law regarding child employment, 
they could face a fine or even, in some cases, imprisonment. 

Employers should therefore make sure that they are clued up 
about the various rules before employing a child.that effect. 
Such an admission could result in embarrassment so think 
hard before doing so. 

Katee is a senior solicitor in 
Goodman Derrick’s employment 
team advising on all aspects 
of contentious and non-
contentious employment law, 
from recruitment to the end 
of employment relationship. 
She has acted for clients in the 
hospitality and leisure sector 
for many years. Katee has been 
recognised as an “Associate to 
Watch” by Chambers & Partners 
Guide to the Legal Profession and 
as a “Super Lawyer” by The Telegraph. Goodman Derrick is 
a leading commercial law firm in the City of London. 
 

Katee Dias , Senior Solicitor, Goodman Derrick LLP
020 7404 0606 - kdias@gdlaw.co.uk

legal
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waste managementProperty

Property Our property pages highlight 
businesses for sale, nationwide!

Eye-catching shop has pavement seating for 27. Attractively decorated, air con unit – seats 36. Adj. L-shaped 
counter includes 5 display cabinets& rear prep area with espresso & soft ice cream machine.  First flr prep rm 
& wc’s etc. Mainly staff run. SCOPE. Takings £4,000/£5,000 p.w. incl. approx. 40% take away. T/O £226,394 
ex VAT. GP approx. 68%. 10 yr lease from July 2012 @ £18,500 p.a.x. - £72,500 + S.A.V. (Ref. C.3586) *PRICE 
REDUCTION* 
 
Tel: 01794 522228  
e-mail: acg@andrewgreenwood.com 
website: www.andrewgreenwood.com

Sovereign Business Transfer are thrilled to bring to the market this beautifully presented, 
licensed café located in the heart of Stockport, Greater Manchester.  The business is one 
of a kind and benefits from an ideal location within high a footfall area, current weekly sales 
IRO £5,000-£6,000 and steadily increasing.  Serving an array of quality foods and delightful 
cakes, this business boasts 60+ covers (with scope to increase), has a fully equipped 
catering kitchen and would be an ideal setting for champagne afternoon teas.  The spacious 
premises includes 3 storeys, the first floor is currently under utilised and offers great scope 
for development into an additional seating area and/or function room facilities.

This thriving going concern is truly an ideal opportunity for any enthusiastic owner ready 
to push the business to its full potential. 
 
Guide Price £149,950+sav 
Details: www.sovereignbt.co.uk or call 0161 486 1958 and quote ID2487

FullY lIcenSed caFÉ/bIStro For Sale 

locK-uP caFÉ wIth ProFItable SandwIch taKe awaY trade, 
amIdSt multIPle ShoPPIng PrecInct, commuter town  
centre, between PortSmouth & PeterSFIeld

Picture postcard setting with a fantastic high street full of Olde Worlde charm. 6 delightful and 
superbly fitted bedrooms all with en suite.  Owners room with separate bathroom featuring a 
whirlpool bath.  Lovely dining area with large kitchen diner, fully equipped and ideal for evening 
meals or a luxury restaurant.  Could be developed as a cooking school.  Very large rear garden 
plus outside stores, sauna room, and external covered area with hot tubs.

Present owner has health problems therefore does not open all year round.  Prior to illness the 
business has achieved around £70,000 turnover in a full year.  This business needs a husband 
and wife team to fully develop its potential.  Ideal as a lifestyle business to a Southern buyer 
waiting to move North to enjoy a business and home.  The location is superb and the property has had a serious amount of money invested upon it.

Freehold £550,000.  Serious cash offers will be considered.  Contact Clifford Lax with AWG Business Transfer 0113 2390330 or 01924 368200.   
www.clifford-lax.co.uk or www.awgbusinesstransfer.co.uk.   VIEWING IS ABSOLUTELY ESSENTIAL.  NOT TO BE MISSED.

SenSatIonal gueSt houSe – north lIncolnShIre
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outStandIng FISh & chIP ShoP 
Leeds Area

Type: Well established and easily run (5 days 
only) with short hours.  T/O £1500 p.w.. 

Guide Price: Leasehold O/A £35,000.
Details: www.clifford-lax.co.uk

PoPular Freehold baKerY For Sale 
Farnworth, Lancashire 

£180k

 
£50k

lIcenSed caFÉ/reStaurant 
East Hampshire 

 

Price: £160,000 + S.A.V. (Ref. C.3640)  

Details: www.andrewgreenwood.com

long eStablIShed wholeSale butcherS 
Birkenhead, Merseyside 

Type: Fully Fitted T/O £550,000 + Additional 
Income Via Tenanted Accommodation 

Price: £285,000+sav Freehold    

Details: www.sovereignbt.co.uk

£35k

under 
£290k

Type: Immaculate& Long Established 
Bakery With Turnover Circa £150,568 

Price £180,000+sav Freehold
Details: www.sovereignbt.co.uk 

locK-uP lIcenced coFFee ShoP
Winchester

Type: Occupying a sought after posn. Run 
entirely by staff.  
 
Price: Price OIRO £50,000 + S.A.V.  

Details: www.andrewgreenwood.com

£160k under 
£100k

Type: Fitted to a high standard and separate 
drinking and restaurant areas 50 + covers 
 
Price: Price £99,995 L/hold. Ref: C5360E 

Details: www.bradleyscountrywide.co.uk

wIne bar/reStaurant + Flat  
South East Essex

Type: Character prop with sunny paved  
terrace with seating for 30 people.
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We take a look at some of the latest products available!

Company: Crown Foods 
Product: Food-to-Go Meal Alternatives

Ice cream
Two mums on a mission to find their children 
healthier alternatives to sugary treats are the brains 
behind the new ice cream brand, Minioti.
Minioti offers three healthy, sugar free, pro-biotic ice 
creams, which are perfect for children, but ideal for 
the whole family. 
The ice creams are naturally sweetened with Stevia, 
are gluten-free and are made with 100% Jersey 
milk.
There are numerous health benefits including 
protein and calcium, there’s no added sugar and 
they contain a strain of live cultures, which is aimed 
specifically at growing children. 
The all natural sugar free ice creams come in three flavours – Vanilla, Strawberry and Milky 
Chocolate.
The ice creams are available in 125ml pots, 500ml pots and 4.5ltr catering trays.

Company: Minioti 
Product: Healthy Ice cream

what’s new?

take out food

Soft Drink
Company: Hartridges  
Product: Sparkling soft drinks 

British family soft drinks company 
Hartridges has released a new sparkling 
range for the grown-up soft drinks 
market. 
The new sparkling range features a 
selection of four flavours; cranberry & 
raspberry, elderflower presse, ginger 
beer and rose lemonade.
Each contains natural flavours combined 
with spring water which are preservative 
and artificial additive free. 
All of the drinks in the range are gluten-
free and suitable for vegans, and they are 
available in packs of twelve 275ml screw-
cap bottles. 

Catering specialists Crown Foods have released a new line of to-go take-out style meals called 
WAT KITCHEN. 
The collection features five different flavours; chicken in teriyaki sauce with noodles, chicken in 
sweet and sour sauce with rice, chicken tikka with rice, chicken in black bean sauce with rice and 
chicken in chilli and Thai & basil sauce with noodles. 
The meals are super easy to make as all you need to do is empty the provided sachets into the box. 

Company: Zuma 
Product: Skinny Frappe COFFEE

Beverage company Zuma have released a new 
Skinny Frappe with 50% less sugar than the 
existing non-dairy Vanilla Bean Frappe. 
The new skinny frappe is ideal for health conscious 
people as it is low-sugar and low-calorie.
It is a very versatile product as it is able to be mixed 
with flavours to create a wide range of different 
products.
It is easy to make and present to a customer, with 
the added ability to be mixed into smoothies to 
create an even more varied menu.
Each frappe has less than 300 calories and is 
suitable for vegetarians. They are sold in 1kg bags. 
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Africa-inspired health & beauty brand Aduna has 
released a brand new African super-ingredient super- 
cacao powder. 

With a rich dark chocolate-type taste, the cacao 
powder is the first cacao powder to have an EU 
approved claim for heart health. 

The unique blend is made with beans specifically 
selected for their high-flavanol content.

Cacao flavanols aid the maintenance of blood vessels 
and help support cardiovascular health, artery 
elasticity and blood circulation. 

The super-cacao is 100 per cent natural; free from 
dairy, wheat, gluten 
and sugar; has 
no preservatives 
or additives; and 
is suitable for 
vegetarians and 
vegans. 

Aduna prides itself 
on supporting and 
creating sustainable 
livelihoods in rural 
Africa through 
working closely 
with communities 
to ensure producers 
are paid a fair price 
and the products 
are of good quality.

coFFee Company: Peros 
Product: Minor Figures Cold Brew Coffee

See your  
product here!

Want to see your new product or 
piece of equipment in What’s New?

Then call 0333 003 0499

Sorbet

Suncream ice cream has 
released three new indulgent 
ice cream flavours to add to its 
Gelato Gold range.
The Italian-style range already 
features ten flavour options but 
is welcoming the three new 
flavours for summer. 
The new flavours are Lemon 
Curd Meringue, Bubblegum 
& Marshmallow and Clotted 
Cream.
All of the ice creams are made 
in a nut-free environment using 
a recipe which is suitable for 
vegetarians and gluten-free. 
They are available in 5ltr 
catering tubs and are great for 
cafes and restaurants, with 
the naturally blue bubblegum 
flavour being perfect for 
children. 

Company: Suncream Ice cream 
Product: Ice cream

Ice cream

Company: New Forest Ice Cream 
Product: Gin & Pink Grapefruit sorbet 

New Forest Ice Cream has announced the release of a new Gin & Pink Grapefruit 
sorbet, to be released this summer. 

The family ice cream company have teamed up with a Hampshire distillery Twisted 
Nose to create the sorbet flavour. 

The Twisted Nose Gin, which is used to produce the sorbet, is extracted from ten 
different botanicals, creating an intense flavour. 

The flavour of the gin mixed with the pink grapefruit and smooth sorbet texture 
creates an innovative and refreshing menu option. 

The sorbet is available to purchase in 2ltr catering tubs, ideal for cafes, parlours and 
restaurants for chefs to put a twist on the everyday desserts.

cacao
Company: Aduna 
Product: Aduna Super-Cacao

Fairtrade coffee brand Peros has released a new award-
winning cold brew coffee range.

The Minor Figures range features two derivatives; Cold Brew 
Black and Cold Brew Milk, and has been released due to a 
strong consumer demand for iced, ready to drink coffee.

The cold brew is made 
using high quality ground 
beans steeped in cold water 
for numerous hours, which 
results in a naturally sweeter 
coffee.

Ideal for health-conscious 
consumers, Minor Figures 
has three times less sugar 
than a lot of other iced 
coffee products, being 
sweetened with only three 
grams of unrefined sugar.

The products in the range 
have no preservatives, 
artificial colours or flavours 
and are all 100% natural 
and gluten-free.

The products are available 
in cases of ten 250ml ready 
to drink cartons.
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dates for your diary

Diary Dates

In the next issue
 
gourmet Fast Food 
The demand for gourmet fast food is growing all the time. We look at 
the latest trends and investigate the products available in this area of 
foodservice.  

epos/till Systems 
With huge advances in electronic point of sale and till technology, we look 
at the latest trends in this area and find out what food-to-go and quick 
service restaurants should be looking for when buying new equipment.

location
olYmPIa, london

Speciality &  
Fine Food Fair 

10th - 11th

The Speciality & Fine Food Fair has been 
the premier event in the industry for 16 
years and is where top retail, foodservice 
& wholesale buyers source new fine food 
& drink products from the best suppliers in 
Britain and around the World.

It is an experience for all the senses, giving 
you the chance to see, taste, smell, touch 

and hear the delights of the fine food 
industry.

There’s also no better way to do business 
face-to-face with buyers from independent 
retailers, food halls, delis, restaurants, 
hotels, coffee shops, cafes and farm shops.
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location
the buSIneSS deSIgn  
centre, london

lunch! 

21st - 22nd

Lunch! attracts over 6,000 trade buyers 
looking to source new, innovative products, 
keep up with the very latest industry 
developments and network with industry 
colleagues.

It is the essential trade show for anyone 
wishing to do business with food-to-go 
chains, coffee shops, cafes, supermarkets, 

sandwich shops, contract caterers, delis, 
airlines and travel catering, attractions, 
wholesalers, distributors and thousands of 
quality independents.
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location
eXcel, london

takeaway  
Innovation  
expo 2016

27th - 28th

Takeaway Innovation Expo is designed to 
give you all the tools you need to grow and 
to develop your takeaway, whether that 
is franchising your restaurant, adding an 
automated online ordering system or re-
branding yourself to move to the top of the 
food chain.

The event is an interactive exhibition and 
conference designed specifically to help 
takeaway owners run their businesses 

better, meet other like-minded professionals 
to share ideas, and develop professional 
knowledge. 

Bringing together, networking, workshops 
and insightful seminars, the event offers a 
unique opportunity for restaurateurs and 
takeaway owners to obtain the latest tools, 
techniques, and advice within an ever-
changing industry.
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